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Abstract
This work investigates two types of scheduling problems in the healthcare industry. One is the
elective surgery scheduling problem in an ambulatory center, and the other is the appointment
scheduling problem in an outpatient clinic.
The ambulatory surgical center is usually equipped with an intake area, several operating rooms
(ORs), and a recovery area. The set of surgeries to be scheduled are known in advance. Besides
the surgery itself, the sequence-dependent setup time and the surgery recovery are also considered
when making the scheduling decision. The scheduling decisions depend on the availability of the
ORs, surgeons, and the recovery beds. The objective is to minimize the total cost by making
decision in three aspects, number of ORs to open, surgery assignment to ORs, and surgery
sequence in each OR. The problem is solved in two steps. In the first step, we propose a constraint
programming model and a mixed integer programming model to solve a deterministic version of
the problem. In the second step, we consider the variability of the surgery and recovery durations
when making scheduling decisions and build a two stage stochastic programming model and solve
it by an L-shaped algorithm.
The stochastic nature of the outpatient clinic appointment scheduling system, caused by
demands, patient arrivals, and service duration, makes it difficult to develop an optimal schedule
policy. Once an appointment request is received, decision makers determine whether to accept the
appointment and put it into a slot or reject it. Patients may cancel their scheduled appointment or
simply not show up. The no-show and cancellation probability of the patients are modeled as the
functions of the indirect waiting time of the patients. The performance measure is to maximize
the expected net rewards, i.e., the revenue of seeing patients minus the cost of patients’ indirect
v
and direct waiting as well as the physician’s overtime. We build a Markov Decision Process model
and proposed a backward induction algorithm to obtain the optimal policy. The optimal policy is
tested on random instances and compared with other heuristic policies. The backward induction
algorithm and the heuristic methods are programmed in Matlab.
vi
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Overview of Optimization Under Uncertainty
Optimization by definition stands for making a single choice from a range of feasible ones to
achieve the best results. The best choices that meet the objective the most are also called
optimal solutions. Depends on the data we have, different techniques are applied to identify
the optimal or near-optimal solutions. In literature, there are a number of well-established
techniques and algorithms that have been proposed to solve the problems where all the data we
need to make decisions are available and deterministic. To name a few, linear programming,
nonlinear programming, mixed integer programming, constraint programming, and branch and
bound algorithm are proposed to find the exact optimal solutions; while heuristic and meta-
heuristic algorithms, such as genetic algorithm, tabu search, ant colony optimization, particle
swarm optimization, and local search are proposed to find near optimal solutions.
However, in reality, due to variability of process and environmental data as well as unknown
influential factors, uncertainty is prevalent in inventory control, supply chain, production planning,
scheduling, location, transportation, and so forth. For instance, the demand for a certain product
or service, the time needed to perform a surgery, the transportation time from station A to station
B, the availability of machines in a production line, and so on. The deterministic optimization
techniques mentioned above are not suitable to be applied here. In order to make reliable and
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efficient, hopefully optimal, decisions in the presence of the uncertainties, a number of research
has been done on developing techniques for optimization under uncertainty.
There are two main branches to solve the problems under uncertainty. One is simulation, which
is a very powerful tool to model the uncertainties in activities, perform the “What-If” analysis, and
identify the bottleneck of the process. When the system is too complex to model or the system’s
behavior cannot be represented by mathematical equations, simulation models become the only
tool we can resort to do the analysis. However, the simulation models cannot provide closed
form solutions. In addition, the simulation models are computationally intensive and may require
considerable computation time (Erdogan and Denton, 2011).
The other branch of studies is stochastic programming. Generally speaking, the probability
distribution of random parameters is known or can be estimated. In most of the studies of stochastic
programming models, the objective is to find the optimal decision that minimizes the expectation
of some functions, and the decisions are required to be feasible for all (or almost all) possible data
instance.
1.2 Motivation of the Study
In many postindustrial societies, health care industry is one of the largest and fast-growing
industries in the service sector. According to statistics (Keehan et al., 2008), health care
expenditures have been increased rapidly for the last few decades, and will reach 19.5% of the
US GDP by 2017.
On the one hand, operating rooms (ORs) are usually the most critical resources in the hospital.
In some hospital, more than 40% of the total revenue comes from ORs, and the ORs consist of
a large proportion of the total expenses (Denton et al., 2010). Research indicates that in some
situations, the ORs have not reached the target utilization, and better surgery-to-OR scheduling
strategies are desired to improve the utilization level and thus achieve cost saving (Erdogan
and Denton, 2011). On the other hand, the increasing expense of healthcare is due to more
expensive treatment technologies and unfavorable population demographic trends. To deal with the
increasing expense, many hospitals shorten the patient’s length of stay and shift care from inpatient
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to outpatient, which in turn increases the pressure of outpatient clinic on improving healthcare
access.
One potential solution is to develop better scheduling policies for ORs and outpatient clinics to
improve the utilization level and thus achieve significant cost savings. A good scheduling enables
the health care provider matching the available capacity and patient demands well. However, both
the elective surgery scheduling and clinic appointment scheduling involve various resources, and
the accessibility of these resources together with the condition of the patient lead to the uncertainty
of patient arrival, service duration, etc. Taking all these factors into consideration, both elective
surgery scheduling and clinic appointment scheduling are very complex problems.
In general, operations research is a really powerful tool, which employs various problem-
solving techniques, such as mathematical model, simulation, queuing theory, and stochastic
process model, for obtaining optimal or near-optimal solutions and providing insights for complex
decision problems in many fields. As mentioned in Section 1.1, there are a number of research
on developing efficient methods for solving problems under uncertainty. The efficiency of the
healthcare system would get improved a great deal by applying these methods on solving the
problems in the healthcare delivery system. Besides, along with the growth of the information
technology used in the health care industry, more and more historical data on patient flow are
available for research. Therefore, the collaboration between the health care community and
operations research community will be expanded in the future (Gul, 2010).
1.3 Contribution and Document Organization
Two types of scheduling problems in the healthcare delivery system are investigated in this study.
One is about scheduling elective surgeries to multiple ORs in an ambulatory surgical center with
the objective of minimizing the (expected) total cost of the surgical center. The other problem is
about scheduling appointments at an outpatient clinic with the objective of maximizing the long-
run net reward of the clinic. The background, definition, as well as the healthcare environment
of the two problems are unrelated. And the methods applied to solve these two problems are also
different. Therefore, we address these two problems separately in two chapters.
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Chapter 2 studied an elective scheduling problem in an ambulatory surgical center. In this
problem, the Operating Room (OR) manager of an ambulatory surgical center is going to make
decisions about scheduling a known set of surgeries to multiple ORs subject to the availabilities of
the surgeons, nurses, anesthetist, ORs, recovery beds, as well as equipment and other resources.
The scheduling decisions are needed to make include (1) number of ORs to open, (2) set of
surgeries to assign to each OR, and (3) the surgery sequence within each opened OR. Besides the
availability constraints, the type of surgeries and constraints of the surgery type of each OR due
to the required equipment availability are also investigated. Three activities, including the setup
before the surgery, the surgical operation itself, and the recovery after the surgery, are studied in
this work. Although some existing studies on surgery scheduling problems considered some of the
factors that we include in our model, none of them modeled them all. In other words, we study a
new problem different from former work. The contributions of this work are: 1) we are the first
few who model the sequence-dependent setup time in an analytical way, 2) we are the first few
who consider the decisions of the three aspects simultaneously, 3) we are the first few who apply
Constraint Programming (CP) methods on solving elective surgery scheduling problems, 4) we
study the influence of the activity duration uncertainties on the scheduling decision by sensitivity
analysis as well as modeling it explicitly in a two-stage stochastic programming model.
Chapter 3 investigated a problem of scheduling the appointments for one physician in an
outpatient clinic. The demand request for making an appointment is unknown and arrives
randomly. In addition, the service time of each patient is also a random parameter due to different
physical conditions of patients. The uncertainties in both the demand arrivals as well as service
times are considered in this study. This problem is an on-line optimization problem. When the
decision maker receives a call for making an appointment of a certain day, he/she should make
decisions whether to accept this appointment, if yes, which time slot to put this request on the
schedule of this physician. The patients usually cannot get scheduled on the day they call. The
time between the day they call for making the appointment and the day they are scheduled to get
the service is called indirect waiting time of the patient. During their indirect waiting time, the
patient may may cancel their appointment. Besides, on the day they are scheduled to, the patient
many simply does not show up. The scheduling decisions should consider all these factors to
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maximize the long-run expected net rewards, i.e., the revenue of seeing patients minus the cost
of patients’ indirect and direct waiting as well as physician’s overtime. The contributions of this
work are: 1) we are the first few to consider the indirect waiting time of the patients, 2) we study
the undesirable patient behavior to the appointment scheduling system, including walk-ins, no-
shows, and cancellations, 3) we are among the first few who model the probabilities of no-show
and cancellation as functions of the indirect waiting time, 4) we build a Markov Decision Process
(MDP) model, develop an efficient algorithm to solve the model, and propose a good and easy-
implemented policy for the schedule manager.
Chapter 4 concludes this work by summarized the finding of the two scheduling problems in
the healthcare delivery system and pointing out the future research directions.
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Chapter 2
Elective Surgery Scheduling Problem in an
Ambulatory Surgical Center
2.1 Introduction
In general, surgeries could be divided into two categories, elective surgeries and urgent surgeries.
In contrast to urgent surgeries, the elective surgeries do not require medical emergency. Therefore,
elective surgeries can be scheduled in advance and most of them can be performed safely in an
outpatient setting. And more complex surgeries that require emergency services and inpatient
services are performed at hospitals. This study focuses on the elective surgeries which could be
performed on an outpatient basis.
In the past few decades, there was a steady increase in the percentage of the outpatient
procedures. According to a recent report (Papel, 2009), about 65% of the elective surgeries are
done in outpatient settings comparing less than 10% in 1979. This increasing trend is partly due
to the improvement of the technologies, including anesthesia as well as surgical. Specifically, the
improved anesthesia techniques significantly reduce the postoperative nausea and vomiting, which
allows the patients to take less time in the recovery area and go home early for convalescence; the
improved surgical techniques lead to a decrease in the intra-operative time (Papel, 2009).
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Along with the increasing demand of elective surgeries performed on an outpatient basis, a
new surgery delivery system, ambulatory surgical centers, has emerged. The ambulatory surgical
centers are designed to perform elective surgeries with minimal supporting resources and not
prepared for emergencies or overnight stays (Denton et al., 2007). Despite the differences between
the hospitals and ambulatory surgical centers, many characteristics of the OR environment are the
same, for example, the fixed costs of the ORs, a large proportion of which is associated with the
labor cost of the OR teams, in both environments are very high (Erdogan and Denton, 2011).
An ambulatory surgical center is usually opened 8 to 10 hours a day, and is equipped with
an intake area, several ORs, and a recovery area. Figure 2.1 illustrates the patient flow through
an ambulatory surgical center. When a patient arrives, he/she is allocated to the intake area to
do some preparation work for the surgery. Then the patient is subsequently taken to surgery in
an unoccupied OR, and after the surgery, the patient is sent to the recovery area for some post
anesthesia care. And if there is no space available in the recovery area, the patient has to stay in
the OR. In other words, the recovery area could also be a bottleneck for the ambulatory surgical
center at certain times of the day. Usually, after staying a period of time in the recovery area, the
patient leaves the surgical center and recovers at home. Since the ambulatory surgery centers are
not prepared for overnight stays, all the patients need to leave the centers at the end of the day.
A surgery can last from minutes to hours, depending on the type of the procedures. Different
types of surgeries may require different equipment and resources. Some mobile equipment and
resources can be shared between several ORs, while some are dedicated to a particular OR.
Therefore, the type of surgeries can be performed in each OR is constrained by the equipment
and resources associated with that OR. When a surgery is finished, some setup work, for example,
cleaning up the OR, changing equipment, refilling sterilization resources, and getting proper staff
(surgeons, nurses, and anesthesiologists), has to be done before the start of the next surgery. The
setup times depend on the types of two successive surgeries, and thus are sequence-dependent.
Figure 2.2 illustrates a schedule of elective surgeries in an OR and it is assumed that this
schedule meets the constraints on the availability of the surgeons. In this example, there is only one
recovery bed and the recovery time of surgery 1 is much longer than the surgery 2’s duration. In this
figure, the total length of the block represents the predefined maximum operating time, which is
7
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& Intake
Patient 
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Operating 
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OR 1
OR 2
OR n
...
Bed1
Bed 2
Bed m
...
Figure 2.1: The patient flow through an ambulatory surgical center.
allowed by the labor legislation. The blocks shaded with the“\\” pattern represent the (expected)
surgery durations, and the blocks shaded with the “||” pattern are the sequence-dependent setup
times. When surgery 2 is finished, since there is no available bed in the recovery area, the patient
has to stay a period of time in the OR where the recovery procedure begins. Later, the patient
is transferred to the recovery area when a bed is discharged in the recovery area. The period of
time that this patient stays in the OR is represented by the block shaded with the “++” pattern.
Depending on the length of time the OR is planned to be available, some overtime may occur at the
end of the day as the block shaded with the “××” pattern in Figure 2.2. Besides the overtime cost,
the ORs usually have enormous fixed costs and various expensive resources, including surgeons,
nurses, anesthesiologists, disposable supplies, medications, and different equipment, are involved
(Erdogan and Denton, 2011).
The surgery durations and recovery times depend on lots of factors, including the type of the
surgeries, the physician/nurse skills, and the patient physical conditions. Without considering these
uncertainties may result in infeasible schedules, for example exceeding the maximum operating
time, etc. Even for scheduling plan that are feasible, ignoring the uncertainties may lead to higher
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Surgery 1 Surgery 2
Sequence dependent setup time
Normal Operating time Overtime
Maximum Operating time
Recovery time in OR
Surgery 3 Surgery j
Figure 2.2: An example schedule of elective surgeries in an OR.
expected cost. Scheduling the elective surgeries in a single OR with uncertain surgery duration
is already not easy (Sun and Li, 2011), scheduling the elective surgeries to multiple ORs when
considering the uncertainty of the surgery and recovery duration as well as the availability of the
ORs, surgeons, and recovery beds is a very hard problem. In addition, there are a number of
competing performance criteria, such as the utilization of the ORs, surgeon’s overtime and idle
time, and the patient’s waiting time, which bring more challenges for surgery scheduling.
This work studies problems of scheduling a set of known elective surgeries to an ambulatory
surgical center, including multiple ORs and recovery beds, subject to the resource availabilities.
Different from the previous problem settings, we model the setup times between two surgeries
as sequence dependent. Three aspects of the scheduling decisions are needed to make, including
1) number of ORs to open, 2) set of surgeries to assign to each opened OR, and 3) the surgery
sequence in each OR. Unlike previous researches, instead of solving this scheduling problem in
multiple stages, we take these three aspects of decisions into account simultaneously. As stated
in Chapter 1, we build both MIP and CP to solve this problem. In addition, we investigate the
influence of the variations in surgery durations as well as the recovery time on the scheduling
decisions.
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The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 2.2 summarized the related
research on surgery scheduling problems. Section 2.3 defines the problems and gives a
brief introduction to the methodologies used to solve the problems. Section 2.4 presents the
deterministic MIP and CP models, and their performance, computational time as well as the
solution quality, are evaluated on random instances. Section 2.5 proposed a two stage stochastic
constraint programming model to explicitly investigate the influence of the variations in activities,
and a significant gain of the stochastic solutions have been proved. Section 2.6 concludes this
chapter and summarizes the findings.
2.2 Literature Review
Surgery scheduling problems have been widely investigated in both medical and operations
research fields. Several comprehensive reviews have been done on this research topic. Magerlein
and Martin (1978) categorized previous literatures on hospital surgical suites by the stage of
decision making: to determine the surgery date in advance and to determine the sequence of
the patients on a given day. Cardoen et al. (2010) used several descriptive fields to structure the
review, and these fields include patient characteristics, performance measures, decision delineation,
methodology, uncertainty, and application of research. Within each field, the key concepts are
elaborated and the important trends are pointed out. Erdogan and Denton (2011) provides a
systematic review of the operations research methodologies used to solve the surgery scheduling
problems. They divided these methods into four categories, including queuing models, simulation,
optimization, and heuristic methods. Guerriero and Guido (2011) reviewed the operations research
applications on three different decision levels in the surgical planning and scheduling processes,
i.e., strategic, tactical, and operational.
In this review, we focus on the studies related to our problems. Specifically, we will first
give an introduction on two popular surgery scheduling strategy. And then we will talk about
the complicating factors in different surgery scheduling problem settings that have been exploited
in previous work, including OR environment, number of ORs, resource availability, evaluation
criteria, as well as setup times.
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2.2.1 Surgery Scheduling Systems
There are two-well known surgery scheduling systems, the block-scheduling system and open-
scheduling system. (Gupta and Denton, 2008). In the block-scheduling system, specific surgeons
or surgical groups are assigned time periods of a particular OR and the surgeons can book cases into
their allocated time periods. The allocated block-times assigned to surgeons are estimated based
on the historical data. One disadvantage of the block scheduling is that there is no coordination
between different surgeons. For a certain day, it is highly possible that the time period of one
surgeon is under-utilized while the time period of another surgeon is over-utilized. Currently the
block scheduling system is widely used in surgical suits, and many researches have been done
on this topic to improve the policy. For example, Marcon and Dexter (2007) used simulation
methods to do an observational study on the impact of surgery sequence on the staffing level of
OR holding area and recovery area in a block-scheduling system. They mentioned that to reduce
the patients’ average waiting from scheduled start time, without violating other constraints, the
surgeries should be sequenced based on the accuracy of the predication of their durations. Blake
et al. (2002) designed a weekly schedule, under the block scheduling system, to minimize the
difference between the actual allocated OR time and the targets.
Under the open-scheduling system, the requests for OR time are submitted by surgeons to the
OR manager who will create the OR schedule prior to the day of surgery. In general, the requests
are accepted based on the order of their arrival time, the available OR time, surgery’s priorities, etc.
However, the open-scheduling system also has a major disadvantage that the uncertain demand of
the surgeries causes variable daily OR utilization rate. Fei et al. (2010) solved a weekly surgery
scheduling problem in a surgical suite where an open scheduling strategy is used. They solve the
problem in two steps, i.e., the surgery date is determined in the first step and daily decisions upon
surgery sequence are made in the second step. Sufahani et al. (2011) conducted a similar study as
Blake et al. (2002) to find a weekly schedule that minimizes the deviation of OR times allocated to
different departments from their targets with open scheduling strategy.
The assumption that the set of surgeries to be scheduled are known in advance is reasonable
for the open-scheduling system. Therefore, our model is applicable to the open-scheduling system
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described above, i.e., creating the OR schedule prior to the day of surgery. On the day of the
surgery, the well-established schedule might not be implemented as expected due to lots of factors,
for example, the surgery durations are longer or shorter than the estimated ones, the required
equipment or resources are temporally unavailable at the time of the surgery, arrival of emergency
cases or other add-on cases, etc. The OR managers need to make minor changes to the established
schedule (Erdogan and Denton, 2011).
2.2.2 Complicating Factors
OR Environment
The hospital environment is more complex than the ambulatory surgical center in that the hospitals
can accommodate inpatient surgeries, outpatient surgeries and emergent cases. The mixture of
patient types brings two major differences for scheduling surgeries in hospitals than in ambulatory
surgical centers. The first one is about the demand of emergency cases, which has been investigated
in a number of previous researches. For example, Gerchak et al. (1996) addressed the reservation
planning problem for elective surgeries when the ORs are shared by both elective and emergency
patients. Lamiri et al. (2008a) and Lamiri et al. (2008b) built stochastic models to allocate a set of
elective surgeries with uncertain demand for emergency surgeries.
The other difference of surgery scheduling in hospitals lies in the planning horizon. Scheduling
surgeries in hospitals not only need to consider the constraints on the capacity of ORs but also the
availability of hospital beds for patients’ recovery periods, hospitalization date, patient deadlines,
etc. Therefore most of the studies on scheduling surgeries in hospital settings are long planning
periods. For example, Guinet and Chaabane (2003) investigated an inpatient surgery scheduling
problem in an operating theater over a medium planning horizon with the objective of minimizing
the fixed patient intervention costs. Testi et al. (2007) presented a three-phase, hierarchical
approach for the weekly scheduling of ORs. In the first phase, the number of sessions to be
weekly scheduled for each ward is determined, phase two solves the surgery-to-OR assignment,
and the last phase works on the patients sequence in each session. Fei et al. (2008) worked on
assigning a set of surgical cases to multiple ORs over one-week period with restrictions on ORs’
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capacity and patients’ deadline and assumptions that all resources are available. The objective of
their study is to minimize the total idle costs and overtime cost of ORs over the planning horizon.
Pham and Klinkert (2008) analyzed a surgery scheduling problem over a long planning period for
both elective and add-on cases of inpatients and outpatients. Lamiri et al. (2008a,b) addressed
problems of scheduling several elective surgery cases into a one-week planning horizon with the
objective of minimizing the patient-related costs and expected OR’s utilization. As stated above,
the ambulatory surgical centers are built for handling the elective surgeries. And since the patients
leave on the same day of their surgeries and the ambulatory surgical centers did not accommodate
the overnight stay of the patients, the scheduling decisions in this OR environment are mainly
daily. Different from long planning horizon scheduling problems which focus on to which OR on
which day, the daily surgery scheduling problems focus on the sequencing and start time of the
surgeries.
Number of ORs
Depending on the number of ORs considered, previous studies on surgery scheduling problems can
be divided into two branches. The single OR scheduling problems aim to determine the start times
for a set of surgeries in an OR on a given day. Usually, the uncertainty of the surgery durations
is considered in single OR scheduling problems, and the waiting time of patients, idle time and
overtime of physicians are included. For previous studies on single OR scheduling problems, the
readers are referred to (Wang, 1993; Denton et al., 2007; Sun and Li, 2011). Our study belongs to
another branch, multiple ORs scheduling problems, and lots of work has been done on this topic.
Batun (2011) proposed a two-stage stochastic MINLP model to examine the benefit of processing
surgeries paralleled in multiple ORs. They considered the uncertainty in surgery durations, and
the decisions of their model included the allocation and start time of each surgery. The objective
is to minimize the cost of the ORs and the idle cost of the surgeons. Jebali et al. (2006) used a
two-stage approach to solve a surgery scheduling problem within a surgical center with multiple
ORs. The first step is to determine the surgeries assignment to the ORs, and the second step is
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to deal with the surgeries sequencing. In this paper, they considered the availability of different
resources, surgeons, equipment, intensive care unit, and due date of the surgeries.
Resource Availability
As stated above, the schedule planning process involves identifying and coordinating of all nec-
essary resources, including surgical staff, anesthesiologist, nursing, rooms, equipment, supplies,
instruments, support staff, interdepartmental prepared patient. Finding feasible schedules to satisfy
all these constraints is not easy in some cases. Some of the previous studies made assumptions
that the resourced needed during the surgeries are always available, while a portion of previous
researches investigated the impact of availability of peripheral resources on the decisions of surgery
schedules. Schmitz and Kwak (1972) used simulation to analyze a multi-OR surgical suite with
recovery rooms to determine the number of ORs to open on a day given that the number of surgeries
to be performed is known. They also studied the impact of an increase in the number of ORs
on the recovery room usage. Hsu et al. (2003) built a deterministic no-wait, two-stage process
shop scheduling model and developed a tabu search based heuristic algorithm to find the minimal
number of nurses in the recovery area of an ambulatory surgical center. They pointed out that
the surgery scheduling decision in the ORs determines the peak number of patients during the
day, which further determines the number of nurses needed. Marcon and Dexter (2006) built
simulation models to test the impact of seven different surgery sequencing rules on the staffing
level of the recovery area. Guinet and Chaabane (2003), Kharraja et al. (2002), and Jebali et al.
(2006) also took into account the constraints on the recovery room capacity when constructing the
OR schedules.
Evaluation Criteria
Different stakeholders in the healthcare, including physicians, anesthesiologists, nurse, adminis-
trators, patients, etc., view the OR scheduling very differently (Blake et al., 1997). Therefore,
the “optimal” design of an OR scheduling on a particular day is significantly different for each
stakeholder. For the surgeons, the ideal scheduling is having their own OR, staff, equipment,
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and an anesthesiologist available whenever they want. The anesthesiologists want the surgeries to
staggered start. For the nurses, the ideal scheduling is one team per room, all cases finishing in
time, and having scheduled lunch and breaks. The ideal scheduling for patients is starting surgery
upon arrival and no need to wait. This study stands on the administrators’ point of view, and the
criterion used to evaluate the proposed schedule is finishing all the surgeries at the end of the day
by minimum fixed cost as well as the overtime cost.
Setup Time
Despite various surgery scheduling problem settings, the setup times between surgeries are
overlooked in previous studies. The setup time is a very important factor in elective surgery
scheduling, denoting the time interval between one patient leaving the OR to the next patient
entering the OR. It represents the “no-value added” time that leads to loss of revenue for the
surgical center. Usually the setup times depend on the types of two successive surgeries (Arnaout,
2010), and thus are sequence-dependent. It is common that when two successive surgeries belong
to different types, major setups are needed and time/work consuming changeover operations are
required; while if the two successive operations are of the same type, only minor setups are needed.
Little work has been done on the sequence-dependent setup time in the ORs scheduling. To the
best of our knowledge, only Arnaout and Kulbashian Arnaout (2010); Arnaout and Kulbashian
(2008) have included the sequence-dependent setup times in their work. They built simulation
models to test the existing heuristics, and concluded that the longest expected processing with
setup time first rule is the most appropriate one to maximize the utilization of the ORs. In this
study, we build mathematical programming models to include the sequence-dependent setup times
exclusively, and try to solve the problem to optimality.
2.3 Problem Definition
Three aspects are considered when scheduling a known set of elective surgeries in an ambulatory
surgical center: (1) number of ORs to open, (2) set of surgeries to assign to each opened OR,
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and (3) the surgery sequence within each opened OR. The performance measure of the scheduling
decisions is the (expected) total cost, including the fixed costs and overtime costs of the ORs.
We investigate both deterministic and stochastic versions of the elective surgery scheduling
problem. In some situation, the estimated surgery durations and recovery times are very close to
the actual values. Therefore the deterministic model is sufficient enough for solving the problem.
In contrast, when the variations of estimated the surgery durations and recovery times are high,
the optimal scheduling decisions obtained on estimated durations may result in much higher cost
and even infeasible schedule. Therefore, it is worthwhile to build a stochastic model to include the
variability of the surgery and recovery durations.
This study assumes that the intake area has enough capacity to accommodate the patients, and
thus focuses on the scheduling decisions within the multiple ORs and recovery area. In addition, it
is assumed that the total number of available ORs and the types of surgeries that can be operated in
each OR are known, and the total number of surgeries and their types are also known in advance.
This problem is investigated in two steps. In the first step, we formulate deterministic CP and
MIP models under the assumption that surgery durations and recovery times are deterministic
and known, i.e., the surgery durations and recovery times are estimated based on historical
data and the estimations are close to the actual values. The two deterministic mathematical
programming models are solved by commercial software IBM R© ILOG R©, and their performances
(both computational time and solution quality) are evaluated on a set of well-designed numerical
instances. In addition, we conduct some sensitivity analysis on the optimal scheduling decisions
to the difference between the estimated and actual surgery and recovery durations. In the second
step, the assumption of deterministic durations is relaxed, and a two stage stochastic MIP model
is developed to model these uncertainties explicitly. We use an L-shaped algorithm to solve
the stochastic programming model. By comparing the results of the stochastic model with the
deterministic ones, the value of the stochastic solutions is proved. The two problems’ definition
and structure, including the objective, decision variables, assumptions, constraints, models, and
solving techniques, are presented in Figure 2.3.
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Figure 2.3: The definition and structure of the elective surgery scheduling problem.
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2.4 Deterministic Mathematical Models
In this section, two deterministic models are presented, including an MIP model and a CP model,
in Section 2.4.1 and Section 2.4.2. Both of them are modeled and solved by commercial solvers of
IBM R© ILOG R©. The performance of the two models is compared in Section 2.4.3.
2.4.1 Deterministic Mixed Integer Programming Model
An MIP model is the minimization or maximization of a linear function subject to a set of linear
constraints with some or all variables are integers. Usually speaking, linear programming problems
can be solved in polynomial time while the MIP problems are NP-complete. One of the most
widely used methods for solving MIP models is branch and bound. The basic idea is to divide the
feasible region into several subsets. One can optimize over each subset separately, and the solution
with the best objective value over all subsets is the global optimal solution. Many commercial
software packages, for example, CPLEX and XPRESSMP, are developed based on LP based
branch and bound, and they can solve the MIP models very efficiently. Besides branch and bound
methods, other heuristic methods are also used to solve the MIP models, for example, genetic and
evolutionary algorithms, simulated annealing algorithms, etc.
Many previous researches have built MIP models to solve surgery scheduling problems. Some
of the models are solved by the commercial/open-sourced software package. Blake et al. (2002),
Kharraja et al. (2006), Jebali et al. (2006), Persson and Persson (2007), Santiba´n˜ez et al. (2007),
Zhang et al. (2008), Pham and Klinkert (2008), Persson and Persson (2009), and Cardoen et al.
(2009) used CPLEX solver; Adan and Vissers (2002) and Vissers et al. (2005) used the solver
MOMIP, which is developed based on branch-and bound algorithm and designed for solving
middle-sized MIP problems. Chaabane et al. (2006) used the free GLPK solver to solve their
developed linear programming model. Blake et al. (2002) called an add-in solver produced by
Frontline Systems in Excel. Some of the models are solved by (customized) branch and bound
algorithm. Fei et al. (2008) proposed a decomposition-based branch-and-bound algorithm and the
linear relaxation of each node in the branch and bound algorithm is solved by a column generation
procedure. van Oostrum et al. (2008) combined the column generation approach and CPLEX
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solver to solve their proposed two-phase decomposition model. Guinet and Chaabane (2003)
proposed a primal-dual heuristic to solve the formulated MIP model.
Some previous research has built mixed integer nonlinear programming models which contain
nonlinear objectives and/or constraints. Since these models are hard solved by the branch and
bound based commercial software packages, some heuristic methods are proposed to solve them.
Sier et al. (1997) and Belie¨n and Demeulemeester (2007) built a model with quadratic objectives
and constraints, and used simulated annealing to find near optimal solutions. Roland et al. (2006)
proposed a genetic algorithm to solve their model which contains nonlinear constraints.
In this study, we build a mixed integer linear programing model and solved it by IBM R© ILOG R©
CPLEX solver. In the rest of this section, the notations for parameters and decision variables are
defined first, followed by the model as well as the explanations of the objective functions and
constraints.
• i: the index of the ORs, i = 1,2, · · · , I
• k: the index of the beds in the recovery area, k = 1,2, · · · ,K
• j: the index of the patients, j = 1,2, · · · ,J
• l: the index of the surgeons, l = 1,2, · · · ,L
• Fi: the fixed cost of OR i
• Oi: the overtime cost of OR i per unit time
• Hi: the normal operating time of OR i
• Gi: the maximum operating time of OR i
• M: a sufficiently large number
• S j: the surgery duration of patient j
• R j: the recovery time of patient j after surgery
• Tj j′: the setup time of patient j′ when previous patient is j
• Φ ji: binary, equal to 1 if and only if surgery j could be operated in OR i
• Pl: the moment that surgeon l begins available
• Ql: the moment that surgeon l begins unavailable
• Θ jl: binary, equal to 1 if and only if patient j is operated by surgeon l
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• yi: binary variable, equal to 1 if and only if OR i is open
• α ji: binary variable, equal to 1 if and only if the surgery of patient j is scheduled to OR i
• β j j′: binary variable, equal to 1 if the start time of the surgery of patient j is earlier than
patient j′
• γ jk: binary variable, equal to 1 if and only if patient j is scheduled to bed k in the recovery
area
• δ j j′: binary variable, equal to 1 if the start time of patient j in the recovery area is earlier
than patient j′
• a j: actual time that patient j stays in an OR
• b ji: start time of the surgery of patient j in OR i, and equal to 0 if the surgery of patient j is
not operated in OR i
• c ji: end time of the surgery of patient j in OR i, and equal to 0 if the surgery of patient j is
not operated in OR i
• d jk: start time of patient j on bed k in the recovery area, and equal to 0 if patient j is not
scheduled to bed k
• e jk: end time of patient j on bed k in the recovery area, and equal to 0 if patient j is not
scheduled to bed k
• xi: end time of OR i, and equal to 0 if OR i is not open
• zi: length of time that OR i is over operated
The MIP model of the elective surgery scheduling problem is developed as:
minW =
I
∑
i=1
(Fiyi+Oizi) (2.1)
Subject to
α ji ≤Φ ji ∀ j, i (2.2)
I
∑
i=1
α ji = 1 ∀ j (2.3)
J
∑
j=1
α ji ≤ |J|yi ∀i (2.4)
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J∑
j=1
α ji ≥ yi ∀i (2.5)
β j j′+β j′ j = 1 ∀ j, j′( j′ 6= j) (2.6)
K
∑
k=1
γ jk = 1 ∀ j (2.7)
δ j j′+δ j′ j = 1 ∀ j, j′( j′ 6= j) (2.8)
a j ≥ S j ∀ j (2.9)
b ji ≤ Giα ji ∀ j, i (2.10)
c ji ≤ Giα ji ∀ j, i (2.11)
I
∑
i=1
c ji =
I
∑
i=1
b ji+a j ∀ j (2.12)
xi = max∀ j
{c ji} ∀i (2.13)
I
∑
i=1
b ji−
I
∑
i=1
b j′i+Mβ j j′ ≥ 1 ∀ j, j′ (2.14)
c ji+Tj j′−b j′i ≤ (3−β j j′−α ji−α j′i)M ∀ j, j′( j′ 6= j), i (2.15)
d jk ≤Mγ jk ∀ j,k (2.16)
e jk ≤Mγ jk ∀ j,k (2.17)
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K∑
k=1
e jk =
K
∑
k=1
d jk +S j +R j−a j ∀ j (2.18)
K
∑
k=1
d jk−
K
∑
k=1
d j′k +Mδ j j′ ≥ 1 ∀ j, j′ (2.19)
e jk−d j′k ≤ (3−δ j j′− γ jk− γ j′k)M ∀ j, j′( j′ 6= j),k (2.20)
I
∑
i=1
c ji =
K
∑
k=1
d jk ∀ j (2.21)
L
∑
l=1
Θ jlPl ≤
I
∑
i=1
b ji ∀ j (2.22)
I
∑
i=1
b ji+S j ≤ QlΘ jl +(1−Θ jl)M ∀ j, l (2.23)
I
∑
i=1
b ji+S j−
I
∑
i=1
b j′i ≤ (3−β j j′−Θ jl−Θ j′l)M ∀ j, j′( j′ 6= j), l (2.24)
xi−Hiyi ≤ zi ∀i (2.25)
xi,zi,a j,b ji,c ji,d jk,e jk ≥ 0 ∀ j, i,k (2.26)
yi,α ji,β j j′,γ jk,δ j j′ ∈ {0,1} ∀ j, j′, i,k (2.27)
The objective (2.1) is to minimize the fixed costs as well as the overtime costs of the ORs.
Constraints (2.2) state that the surgeries scheduled to an OR must meet the type requirement of
that OR. Constraints (2.3) indicate that each patient should be scheduled exactly once. Constraints
(2.4) ensure that no surgery can be assigned to an unopened OR. Constraints (2.5) require that if
an OR is open then at least one surgery is scheduled to that OR. Constraints (2.6) ensure that the
surgery start time of two patients j and j′ cannot be the same, i.e., patient j either starts earlier or
later than patient j′. Constraints (2.7) indicate that each patient should be scheduled to exact one
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recovery bed. Constraints (2.8) ensure that the recovery start time of two patients j and j′ cannot
be the same, i.e., patient j enter the recovery area either earlier or later than patient j′. Constraints
(2.9) specify that a patient can stay longer in an OR than the scheduled surgery time. This situation
happens when there is no available bed in the recovery area and the patient’s recovery process
begins in the OR just after his/her surgery. Constraints (2.10) and (2.11) ensure that if patient j
is not scheduled to OR i then the start time and end time of patient j in OR i are forced to be 0.
Constraints (2.3), (2.10), and (2.11) imply that both b ji and c ji have only one non-zero value for
all i, and the non-zero values of the two set variables are the start time and end time of patient j in
ORs. Constraints (2.12) state the end time of patient j in ORs equal to the start time of patient j
in ORs plus the actual duration that patient j stays in ORs. Constraints (2.13) state that the open
time of an OR must cover all the surgery operation scheduled to that OR, i.e., the close time of an
OR must equal to the end time of the last surgery scheduled to that OR. Constraints (2.14) specify
that if the surgery start time of patient j in an OR is earlier than patient j′ then β j j′ is forced to be
1. Constraints (2.15) ensure an OR cannot operate two surgeries at the same time. If both patients
j and j′ are operated in OR i (α ji = α j′i = 1) and patient j starts earlier (β j j′ = 1), then the start
time of j′ (b j′i) must be greater than the end time of j (c ji) plus the setup time (Tj j′) between these
two surgeries. Constraints (2.16) and Constraints (2.17) ensure that if patient j is not scheduled to
bed k in the recovery area, then the start time and end time of patient j on bed k are forced to be
0. Constraints (2.7), (2.16), and (2.17) imply that both e jk and f jk have only one non-zero value
for all k, and the non-zero values of the two set variables are the recovery start time and end time
of patient j. Constraints (2.18) state the end time of patient j in the recovery area equals the start
time of patient j in the recovery area plus the actual duration that patient j stays in the recovery
area. Constraints (2.19) specify that if the start time of patient j in the recovery area is earlier than
patient j′ then b j j′ is forced to be 0. Constraints (2.20) ensure a bed in the recovery area cannot
be occupied by two patients at the same time, which are similar as Constraints (2.14). Constraints
(2.21) state that the time that a patient enters the recovery area equals the time that the patient
leaves the OR area. Constraints (2.22) and Constraints (2.23) ensure that each surgeon conducts
his/her surgeries during the interval when he/she is available. Constraints (2.24), similar to (2.14)
and (2.20), ensure a surgeon cannot operate two surgeries at the same time. Constraints (2.25)
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define the length of overtime of each OR. Since the objective is to minimize the cost, if OR i is not
over-operated then zi is forced to be 0, and if it is over-operated then zi is forced to be equal to the
length of overtime. Constraints (2.26) and Constraints (2.27) are integrity constraints.
2.4.2 Deterministic Constraint Programming Model
Before introducing the proposed the CP model for the elective surgery scheduling problem, we
first talk about the difference between the CP and MIP as well as the techniques used to solve CP
models.
In general, the CP models differ from the MIP models in three aspects. First, the main focus of
the two types of models are different. The main focus of the MIP models is the objective function
and optimality, while the CP models mainly focus on the constraints and feasibility. Second,
the constraint representation is also different for the two types of models. The constraints in the
MIP models are linear or nonlinear inequalities, while the CP models have logical constraints.
Third, the search methods used by the two types of the models are different. The MIP models use
relaxation of the models to eliminate suboptimal solutions, while the CP models use heuristics,
including propagation and branch & prune, to eliminate infeasible configurations and reduce the
search space.
The CP problem can be divided into two categories, one is constraint satisfaction problems,
and the other is constraint optimization problems (used in our study). A solution to a constraint
satisfaction problem is an assignment of values from the variables’ domains which satisfy all the
constraints. The main idea of solving a constraint satisfaction problem is to reduce the variable
domains by eliminating infeasible configurations. Specifically, if a value from the domain of one
variable cannot satisfy all the constraints related to this variable, the value will be eliminated
from the domain. Execute this consistency check repeatedly for each value until no value can
be removed for any variable. After this procedure, if the domain is empty for any variable, then the
problem is infeasible; if only one value is left in the domain for each of the variable, then the single
solution is obtained; otherwise, search methods are applied to find the best solutions for constraint
optimization problems.
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Several techniques are applied to solve the CP model, and these techniques can be divided into
five major categories Bartak (2005):
• Systematic search algorithm The generate-and-test method, which generates each possible
combination of the variable’s value and test to see whether this combination satisfies all
constraints, is the most popular one to solve the constraint satisfaction problem. Among the
algorithms used to systematically search the value combinations, the backtracking algorithm
is the most common one. Based on a partial solution, the backtracking algorithm attempts
to develop a complete solution by repeatedly choosing a value for the remaining variables
(which are not included in the partial solution).
• Consistency techniques When the value combination cannot satisfy any of the constraints,
we say that there is an inconsistency in this value combination. It is important to identify
the inconsistency soon to improve the efficiency of the search algorithm. The common
consistency techniques include node-consistency, arc-consistency, and path consistency.
• Constraint propagation The systematic search method does not use the constraint to improve
the efficiency, while the consistency techniques reduce the search space until a solution is
found. The constraint propagation is introduced to embed a consistency algorithm inside a
search algorithm, which takes the advantages of the two algorithms.
• Variable and value ordering Certain order of the variables and values in the domains can
reduce the search efforts. The most common variable ordering is based on “fail-first”
principle. The most common value ordering is based on “succeed-first” principle.
• Constraint optimization The constraint optimization model requires that all the solutions of
constraint satisfaction problem are explored and compared based on the objective function.
And the most widely used algorithm for solving optimization problems is the branch and
bound algorithm.
The CP has become a promising approach for solving large-scale combinatorial problems. It
has been applied to solve all kinds of scheduling and planning problems successfully, for example,
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airline crew scheduling problems, orchestra rehearsal scheduling problems, railway scheduling
problems, and log-truck scheduling problems in the forest industry.
In the healthcare field, research has been done on applying CP to solve staff scheduling
problem, especially nurse scheduling problems. Weil et al. (1995) proposed a CP model for a
nurse scheduling problem. They considered constraints include personal policy, hospital policy,
workload, nurse qualifications as well as individual requests. Abdennadher and Schlenker (1999)
discussed a nurse scheduling problem and presented a prototype model that assists a planner in
scheduling the nurse shifts for a hospital ward. The following constraints are taken into account
in their model: legal regulations, organizational rules, personnel data, and personal requirements.
Bourdais et al. (2003) developed a general CP approach for staff (doctor or nurses) scheduling
in health care. The main categories of rules considered in their paper include staff demand, staff
availability, shift distribution, and Ergonomics rules.
However, little work has been done on the CP for solving elective surgery scheduling problems.
Hanset et al. (2010) built a CP model for ORs scheduling. In their model, the constraints on the
surgeons and the material resources are considered.
In this study, we consider scheduling patients in both the OR area and recovery area, which is
a new problem that never solved by the CP. We use the IBM R© ILOG R© CP Optimizer to model and
solve the CP model. Some main aspects of building the CP model are discussed in details in the
rest of this subsection.
Decision Variables of the CP model
In this CP model, two types of variables are needed. The interval variables are used to represent
activities, which has five properties, including start time, end time, job size, duration, and status.
An interval variable could be set to be optional, and if this is the case, its status could be present
or absent. When an interval variable is absent, its other properties are all set to be 0. Some
functions are built to retrieve the five properties of the interval variables. For example, a is an
interval variable, and the five functions startO f (a), endO f (a), sizeO f (a), lengthO f (a), and
presenceO f (a) can yield the five properties of a, respectively. Note that sizeO f (a) represents
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the job size, while lengthO f (a) represents the time spent to complete the job. Usually the two
values are the same. However, the workers may take breaks when doing the jobs. In that case,
lengthO f (a) equals sizeO f (a) plus the breaks of the workers.
In our model, the following interval variable arrays are defined. A contains J members to
represent the activity of each patient in ORs, one interval variable array. B contains K members
to represent the activity of each patient in the recovery area. C contains I members to represent
activities in each OR. D contains K members to represent activities in each recovery bed. E
contains L members to represent activities of each surgeon. Besides, three interval variable arrays
U , V , andW , with size J× I, J×K and J×L, are defined to represent the allocation decisions of
patients to ORs, recovery beds, and surgeons, respectively. Note that interval array C , U , V , and
W are set to be optional. The interval variable Ci is present if and only if OR i is open. Similarly,
the interval variableU ji (V jk) is present if and only if the patient j is allocated to OR i (bed k), and
the interval variable W jl is present if and only if the patient j’s surgery is operated by surgeon l.
The other variable needed to complete the model is the interval sequence variable, which
represents a total order over a set of interval variables (activities). Note that the absent interval
variables are not considered in the ordering. A non-negative integer can be associated with each
interval variable to represent its type.
In our model, we create three interval sequence variable arraysX , Y , andZ , which contain I
members to represent the sequence of surgeries in each OR, K members to represent the sequence
of patients in each recovery bed, and L members to represent the sequence of surgeries operated
by each surgeon, respectively. Each interval sequence variable contains two parts, an array of
interval variables and an integer array to represent the types of these intervals. For example,
Xi({U1i, · · · ,UJi},T ) represents the total ordering of the surgeries in OR i, where the present
interval variables in {U1i, · · · ,UJi} are the surgeries scheduled to OR i and the integer array T
contains J members and each represents the type of the corresponding surgery.
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Constraints of the CP model
In this subsection, we main discuss four types of important constraints in the CP Optimizer,
alternative, span, noOverlap, and endAtStart, which show the advantages of the CP on modeling
logic constraints.
The first one is the alternative constraint, which is used to model the selection of one interval
from a set of optional intervals. We use alternative constraint to specify that patient j’s surgery
can be assigned to one and only one OR as
alternative
(
A j,{U j1, · · · ,U jI}
)
This constraint models an exclusive alternative between interval variables in set {U j1, · · · ,U jI},
i.e., exactly one of the interval variable in this set will be present and it starts and ends together with
A j. This alternative constraint is equivalent to the following three constraints on the properties of
the interval variables:
I
∑
i=1
presenceO f (U ji) = 1
startO f (A j) = max
{
startO f (U ji), i = 1, · · · , I
}
endO f (A j) = max
{
endO f (U ji), i = 1, · · · , I
}
Recall that when an interval variable is absent, all the five properties will be 0. The first constraint
indicates that only one interval variable will be present, in other words, the surgery j cannot be
allocated to more than one OR. Since the start time and end time of an absent interval are 0, the
right hand sides of the second and third constraint will return the start time and end time of the
interval that is present. In the similar way, the constraints that each patient can assign to one and
only one recovery bed can be specified as
alternative
(
B j,{V j1, · · · ,V jK}
)
.
The second constraint span is used to specify the relationship between interval variables. We
use the span constraint to model that the open hours of OR i must exactly cover a set of surgeries
allocated to it as
span(Ci,{U1i, · · · ,UJi}) .
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This constraint requires that the interval Ci starts at the start time of the first present interval from
the set {U1i, · · · ,UJi} and ends together with the last one. Since the interval variables in the set are
optional, if none of the interval variables in this set are present, the interval variable Ci is forced to
be absent. This span constraint is equivalent to the following three constraints on the properties of
the interval variables:
J
∑
j=1
presenceO f (U ji)≤ |J|presenceO f (Ci)
startO f (Ci) = min
{
startO f (U ji), j = 1, · · · ,J
}
endO f (Ci) = max
{
endO f (U ji), j = 1, · · · ,J
}
The first constraint indicates that when Ci is absent, then all U ji will be forced to be 0, in other
words, the surgeries cannot be scheduled to a closed OR. The second states that the start time of
OR i equals to the earlier start time of the surgeries assigned to this OR. The third one means
that OR i is close when the last allocated surgeries is finished. The second and third constraints
together define the total occupied time of OR i. Similarly, the constraints that the occupied time of
a recovery bed must exactly cover the set of patients allocated to it can be specified as
span(Dk,{V1k, · · · ,VJk}) ,
and the constraints that the surgeries must be operated during the available time of a surgeon can
be written as
span(El,{W1l, · · · ,WJl}) .
The third constraint noOverlap is used to guarantee that there is no overlap between any two
activities, either surgery operations or setup work, in one OR. As we stated before, the setup times
are sequence-dependent. And in CP optimizer the setup times are modeled as an instance of the
TransitionDistance class, named G . This instance has a N ×N table of non-negative numbers,
where N is the total number of surgery types, and Gn,n′ represents the amount of time that must
elapse before a type n′ surgery is started when a type n surgery precedes it. The noOverlap
constraint takes an interval sequence variable and an instance of object TransitionDistance as its
arguments. And constraint
noOverlap
(
Xi({U1i, · · · ,UJi},T ),G
)
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requires that the surgeries scheduled to OR i are non-overlapping, and the minimum time must
elapse between two surgeries in the sequence are specified in the table G . Note that the absent
interval variables are automatically removed from the sequence in the solution. This constraint is
easier to explain by using the propositional logic. We define three propositions p j j′ , r ji, and q j j′
on the interval variable U ji and U j′i as:
p j j′ : startO f
(
U ji
)
< startO f
(
U j′i
)
;
r ji : presenceO f (U ji)
q j j′ : endO f
(
U ji
)
< startO f
(
U j′i
)−G (T j,T j′)
And the above noOverlap constraint requires that the propositional sentence(
p j j′ ∧ r ji∧ r j′i
)⇒ q j j′
is true for any pair of interval variables U ji and U j′i, which means that for any two pair of
surgeries j and j′ that allocated to OR i, if surgery j starts earlier, then surgery j′ must wait at
least G
(
T j,T j′
)
to start after surgery j is finished. In the similar way, the constraints that there is
no overlap between any two patients’ recovery in one bed can be specified as
noOverlap
(
Yk({Vik, · · · ,VJk})
)
;
and the constraints that there is no overlap between any two surgery operations for each surgeon
can be written as
noOverlap
(
Zl({Wil, · · · ,WJl})
)
.
Note that in the last two noOverlap constraints, since the turnover times for recovery beds and
surgeons are not considered here, the interval sequence variables only have one argument.
The last constraint is the endAtStart constraint, which is used to model the relative position of
interval variables. We use endAtStart constraint to specify that the patient j is sent to the recovery
area right after leaving the OR as
endAtStart(A j,B j,0),
which is equivalent to startO f (B j) = endO f (A j)+0, i.e., the start time of the recovery of patient
j equals to the time when patients leave the OR area.
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The rest of the constraints can be expressed by the properties of the interval variables easily.
sizeOf(A j)+ sizeOf(B j) = S j +R j states that the sum of the actual times patient j spending in
OR area and recovery area should be equal to the sum of the surgery durations and recovery
time. presenceOf(W jl) = Θ jl ensures that if surgery j cannot be operated by surgeon l then the
interval variableW jl must be absent, otherwise it should be present. startOf(W jl)= startOf(A j)Θ jl
endOf(W jl) = (startOf(A j)+S j)Θ jl specifies the surgeon’s start time and end time on a surgery.
Constraint presenceOf(U ji) <= Φ ji ensures that if surgery j cannot be operated in OR i then the
interval variable U ji is forced to be absent. Note that in the above constraints, the parameters Gi,
S j, R j, Pl , Ql , Θ jl , Φ jl are defined in Section 2.4.1.
Objective function of the CP model
The objective function, minimizing the fixed costs as well as the overtime costs of the ORs, is
fairly easy by the use of the properties of the interval variables. The status of an interval variable
Ci can be obtained by using the function presenceOf (Ci). In addition, the actual operating time of
OR i can be obtained by using the function lengthOf (Ci), and the overtime of OR i can be obtained
by comparing the actual operating time with the normal operating time. Then the cost of OR i is
expressed as
Fi× presenceO f (Ci)+Oi×Max(0,(lengthO f (Ci)−Hi)),
where the Fi is the fixed cost of opening OR i, Hi is the normal operating time of OR i, and Oi is
the unit overtime cost of OR i. And the total cost of the surgical center is the sum of the costs over
all opened ORs.
2.4.3 Computational Results
In the first part of this section, we compare the computational performance of the MIP model with
the CP model. And the second part presents the result about the sensitivity analysis of the total
costs obtained by the CP model under small and large variations in surgery durations as well as
recovery times. The last part of this section shows the performance of the CP models on a relatively
large instance.
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The purpose of the numerical experiment is to test the performance of the two models, not
solve the actual problems of a certain surgical center. Therefore, these two models are tested on
18 randomly generated instances, and the sizes of these instances are listed in Table 2.2. The
total number of OR and the types of surgeries that could be operated in each OR are fixed for
all instances, and the total number of ORs is set to be 10 to make sure the largest instance (30
surgeries, 8 surgeons, 5 recovery beds) feasible. The 18 instances are divided into 3 sets with
4, 6, and 8 surgeons, respectively. In the first set, the 4 surgeons are identical, and the first ten
surgeries of instance“14S-4S-3B” are the same as the instance “10S-4S-2B”. Similar settings apply
to other instances. There are 5 types of surgeries, and for each surgery, we randomly generate an
integer between 1 and 5 and assign it as the type of the surgery. Previous research shows that the
log-normal distributions are suitable to model the surgery durations (Spangler et al., 2004; Jebali
et al., 2006; Pandit and Carey, 2006). And thus, for the 5 types of surgeries, we generate the
surgery durations by following log-normal distributions with means equal to 72,49,103,173,135
minutes and standard deviations equal to 23,13,25,33,32 minutes, respectively. Note that the
parameters are set by referring the data reported in the study of Pandit and Carey (2006). The
duration of a surgery is set to be no less than 25 minutes nor more than 240 minutes. The setup
time for a surgery is sequence dependent, which is shown in Table 2.1 in details. For example, if
a surgery is type 2 and its preceding one is type 4, then the setup time is 20 minutes. Depending
on the surgery type, the recovery time of each surgery is generated from uniform distributions
U(30,72), U(25,49), U(65,103), U(120,173), U(90,135), respectively. The surgeons’ start times
and end times are generated from uniform distributions U(0,50) and U(400,720), respectively. For
all ORs, the normal operating time Hi = 480 minutes and the maximal operating time Gi = 720
minutes, 1 ≤ i ≤ I. The cost coefficients for all the ORs are the same: the fixed cost of an OR
during the normal operating time Fi = 8000; and the overtime cost per minute is about 1.75 times
of the regular costs (Dexter and Traub, 2002), i.e., 1.758000480 = 29.17≈ 30 = Oi, 1≤ i≤ I.
Both the two models are built and solved by IBM R© ILOG R© on a personal computer with
Intel R© CoreTMi7 2.20 GHz processor and 8.0 GB RAM. We apply the CPLEX Optimizer to solve
the MIP model and CP Optimizer to solve the CP model. Currently, the time limits of running the
two models are set to be 600 seconds. Besides the time limits, both the two models are terminated
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Table 2.1: Sequence dependent setup time (minutes).
Setup time
Surgery Type
1 2 3 4 5
1 10 15 20 25 30
2 15 10 15 20 25
Surgery Type 3 20 15 10 15 20
4 25 20 15 10 15
5 30 25 20 15 10
when a feasible solution proved to be within 1% of the optimal solution, i.e., relative gap is set to
be 1%.
The Comparison of the Two Models
The performance of the two models on the 18 instances are compared from four aspects, including
the number of constraints and variables, objective values, and computational time. The results are
shown in Table 2.2. The first column of the table shows the name of the instances, for example,
“10S-4S-2B” means there are total 10 surgeries, 4 surgeons, and 2 recovery beds considered in this
instance. For each model, the first two columns “#Cons.” and the “#Var.” represent the number of
constraints and variables, respectively. The column of “Obj.” shows the best objective value found
when the program terminated. The column “Time(s)” is the computational time (in seconds) when
the value in column “Obj.” is obtained, i.e., the time either at which the optimal solution is found
or after that the solution does not get improved. The column “Imp%” presents the percentage
improvement of the CP solution over the MIP solution. The column “BestLB” is the best lower
bound of the objective value obtained by the Cplex solver. And the “MIPGap” and “CPGap” are
relative gaps between the objective value obtained of the two models and the best lower bound.
For all the instances, both the MIP model and the CP model can give feasible integer solutions,
however, both of them don’t perform very well on finding optimal ones. Specifically, the MIP
model only finds optimal solutions for “10S-4S-1B” and “10S-4S-2B”, while the CP model only
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finds optimal solutions for “10S-4S-2B”, and all of them are marked with ”*” in column “Time(s)”.
Note that for instance “10S-4S-1B”, the CP model also finds the optimal solution, but the program
is only terminated when reaching the time limit.
For the rest of the 16 instances, the best lower bounds are relatively small, which lead to
large relative gaps of the two solutions. Note that in our MIP model, all the scheduling decision
variables, including OR status, allocation, and sequence, are binary. The best lower bound is
obtained by relaxing these binary variables to continuous ones. After relaxing, starting all surgeries
in one OR at the beginning of the day will be a feasible solution, i.e., the sequencing and no-overlap
constraints are not binding any more. However, this relaxed solution could be far away from being
feasible to the original problem. Therefore, the lower bound as well as the relative gap cannot be
used as a strong reference to evaluate the quality of the solutions.
The CP technique is efficient to model and solve the surgery scheduling problem. Both the
number of constraints and variables of the CP model are smaller than the MIP model. Moreover,
the number of variables of the MIP model grows faster along with the increase of the instance
size. Specifically, for the largest instance, i.e., “30S-8S-5B”, there are total 26280 constraints and
3151 variables in the MIP model, which are 14.5 and 3.8 times of the CP model, respectively.
Partially due to the smaller set of constraints and variables, compared with the MIP model, the CP
model is solved faster and the yield solutions are better. Among the 18 instances, the MIP model
only performs slightly better than the CP model on one instance “16S-4S-3B”. On average, the
best objective value of the CP model is 6.43% better. And along with the increase of the instance
size, the advantage of the CP model is more significant. In addition to better solutions, the CP
model takes less time in general. The average computational time of CP is about 182 seconds,
while the average computational time of MIP is about 400 seconds. As shown above, CP finds the
optimal solution for instance “10S-4S-1B” but does not report it as optimal. In other words, the
CP model is not a perfect resort for solving the problem to optimality due to its search methods.
However, the CP model does have advantages in getting sub-optimal solutions in short time, and
these sub-optimal solutions are better than the MIP model.
One more advantage of the CP model is the form in which the solutions are represented. The
CP Optimizer not only gives the value of the variables but also provides the Gantt chart for each
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corresponding solution. Figure 2.4 shows Gantt charts of ORs, recovery beds, and surgeons for the
solution of instance“10S-4S-1B”. In the three Gantt charts, each row represents the schedule of an
OR, a recovery bed, or a surgeon, and each block represents a patient’s activity. Different types of
surgeries are represented with different colors and patterns. The legends at the end of the first two
rows show the types of the surgeries can be performed in the two ORs.
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Figure 2.4: The Gantt chart for ORs, recovery beds, and surgeons by CP Optimizer
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Table 2.2: The computational performance of the two models on 18 random instances
MIP CP
Instance #Cons. #Var. Obj. Time(s) #Cons. #Var. Obj. Time(s) Imp% Best LB MIPGap CPGap
10S-4S-2B 2580 581 16,090 98* 478 222 16,090 1.4* 0 16000 1% 1%
10S-4S-1B 2460 551 20,230 164* 476 210 20,230 179 0 20016 1% 1%
14S-4S-3B 4944 955 23,650 193 644 314 23,350 0.8 1.27% 16000 32% 31%
14S-4S-2B 4720 913 23,470 542 642 298 23,350 20 0.51% 16000 32% 31%
16S-4S-3B 6318 1151 28,140 596 726 354 28,260 3.3 -0.43% 16000 43% 43%
16S-4S-2B 6030 1103 31,620 596 724 336 29,940 548 5.31% 16205 49% 46%
18S-6S-3B 8544 1363 41,090 89 964 434 38,480 77 6.35% 16000 61% 58%
18S-6S-2B 8184 1309 46,370 596 962 414 44,060 108 4.98% 16000 65% 64%
20S-6S-3B 10850 1651 45,560 140 1064 500 42,880 525 5.88% 9315 80% 78%
20S-6S-4B 10410 1591 50,000 217 1062 478 45,100 101 9.80% 11031 78% 76%
24S-6S-3B 15318 2167 56,710 541 1260 592 49,330 38 13.01% 8000 86% 84%
24S-6S-4B 14690 2095 66,150 595 1258 566 58,620 38 11.38% 8652 87% 85%
20S-8S-3B 11690 1651 43,180 546 1236 544 41,290 108 4.38% 16118 63% 61%
20S-8S-4B 11250 1591 45,940 359 1234 522 44,380 187 3.40% 17159 63% 61%
24S-8S-5B 17142 2239 50,230 496 1466 670 46,990 448 6.45% 16000 68% 66%
24S-8S-4B 16518 2167 52,470 597 1464 644 48,010 332 8.50% 16133 69% 66%
30S-8S-5B 26280 3151 76,000 594 1808 826 68,210 387 10.25% 16000 79% 77%
30S-8S-4B 25320 3061 83,740 239 1806 794 73,870 140 11.79% 12017 86% 84%
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Sensitivity Analysis
The solutions of the two deterministic models specify the number of ORs to open as well as the
allocation and the sequence of the elective surgeries to the opened ORs, and the costs of the
ambulatory surgical center are estimated based on the resulting scheduling decisions. However,
the actual costs of the ambulatory surgical center could be very close to or far away from the
estimated costs. The scheduling decisions are made based on the estimated surgery durations and
recovery times, and the differences between the actual durations and the estimated ones determine
the extent of the costs’ differences. We conduct some experiment on the sensitivities of the total
cost to these variations.
The actual durations of surgery and recovery with small and large variability are simulated by
following the methods in Hsu et al. (2003): multiplying the estimated durations with random
numbers from normal distribution N(1,0.15) and N(1,0.25), respectively. Specifically, take
surgery j as an example, MIP and CP models use its estimated durations S j and R j; the actual
durations of surgery j S′j and R′j are random numbers instead of deterministic. S′j(R′j) could be
simulated as S j(R j) ×r; depending on the variation of the surgery duration is small or large, r
is drawn from normal distribution N(1,0.15) or N(1,0.25). For each of the 18 instances, we do
the sensitivity analysis of the total costs to the small and large variations of the surgery durations,
i.e., total 36 cases. For each case, we first simulate the actual durations by the methods above.
Then the actual cost is calculated based on the scheduling decision obtained from the CP model
in part 1 of this section, and for convenience, we call it “Cost A”. In addition, we use the actual
durations as inputs and re-run the CP model to get an objective value, which is the cost when
one has perfect information on the durations, and for convenience, we call it “Cost B”. The two
costs are compared, and if the “Cost A” is not far away from the “Cost B”, then we conclude that
the deterministic model is a good estimation of the reality, otherwise stochastic model should be
considered. The results are shown in Table 2.3.
In Table 2.3, the first column lists the instance names which have the same meanings as the
ones in Table 2.2. For small and large variations, three columns are listed, including “Cost A”,
“Cost B” and “Diff%”. Note that for instance “24S-6S-4B” with large variability and instance
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Table 2.3: Sensitivity analysis of the total costs to the variation of surgery durations and recovery
times
Small Variation Large Variation
Instance Cost A Cost B diff% Cost A Cost B diff%
10S-4S-2B 16630 16600 0.18% 17290 16000 8.06%
10S-4S-1B 21190 20920 1.29% 20530 18940 8.39%
14S-4S-3B 24450 24000 1.88% 21970 21910 0.27%
14S-4S-2B 24730 24000 3.04% 23260 21970 5.87%
16S-4S-3B 28890 28590 -1.04% 29610 28290 4.67%
16S-4S-2B 32130 31530 1.90% 34440 29430 17.02%
18S-6S-3B 41000 38750 5.81% 38720 36710 5.48%
18S-6S-2B 50120 44800 11.88% 55930 41780 33.87%
20S-6S-4B 43840 43390 1.04% 47260 40040 18.03%
20S-6S-3B 47860 45970 4.11% 49060 45670 7.42%
24S-6S-4B 51160 49960 2.40% Inf 47260 -
24S-6S-3B 61500 59550 3.27% 61710 51250 20.41%
20S-8S-4B 44560 42940 3.77% 46720 40630 14.99%
20S-8S-3B 48160 44650 7.86% 50380 42340 18.99%
24S-8S-5B 47860 46360 3.24% 52540 50340 4.37%
24S-8S-4B 51350 47740 7.56% 53110 50670 4.82%
30S-8S-5B Inf 65180 - Inf 67670 -
30S-8S-4B Inf 72970 - Inf 73660 -
“30S-8S-4B” and “30S-8S-5B” with small and large variations, the scheduling decisions based on
the estimated durations are not feasible. The schedule managers need to do lots of work to resolve
the violations.
In general, the differences between the “Cost A”s and the “Cost B”s are small when the
variability is small, and along with the growth of the variability of surgery durations, the costs’
differences increase. Specifically, on average the “Cost A” is 4.27% and 11.53% higher than the
“Cost B” when the variation of the surgery durations is small and large, respectively.
Depending on the risk the ambulatory surgical center is willing to take, different strategies
should be taken. For example, if they can accept to pay 4.27% more than the estimated cost and
believe the variation is small, then the current deterministic model works. Otherwise, the stochastic
models should be developed to model these variations.
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Performance of the CP Model on Large instances
The performance of the CP model on 5 extremely large instances are tested in this section. As
our university medical center is one of the largest hospitals in this metro area, we design instances
based on the size of their business accordingly. The medical center has 30 ORs and provides a wide
range of service in generally 10 different areas, including orthopedic, general, neuro, vascular,
pediatric, podiatry, OMFS, ENT, ophthalmology, urology, and cardio. The average volume per
day is about 70. Since the cardio surgeries are different from others and have their own 2 dedicated
ORs, we consider 28 ORs, and 9 different surgery types in our computational experiment. The
number of surgeries ranges from 60 to 80 given the average case number is 70. And there are 26
surgeons and 25 recovery beds for all the 5 instances. The running time limit is set to be 1800
seconds given the problem size is big.
The problem sizes as well as the solutions are reported in Table 2.4. The first 5 columns have
the same meaning as Table 2.2. Note that the instances are named by the number of the surgeries.
In addition, we add a new column in this table to show the number of integer solutions CP has
obtained. The proposed constraint programming model can be solved within 30 minutes. And
the average number of feasible solutions is 52 for these 5 instances, which means the reported
solutions have been improved for 52 times on average. With these facts, we have confidence in the
performance of the CP model for solving large size problems.
Table 2.4: Performance of CP on large instances
Instance #of Cons. # of Var. Obj. Value Time # of Integer Solutions
60Sur 10218 5078 185760 1093 53
65Sur 11043 5488 195950 1468 75
70Sur 11868 5898 211020 1417 52
75Sur 12693 6308 234610 1553 49
80Sur 13518 6718 243930 1693 33
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2.5 Two Stage Stochastic Programming
In this Section, the assumption of deterministic durations is relaxed, and the problem is formulated
as a stochastic programming model. The remaining of this Section is organized as follows. After
a brief introduction to stochastic programming models in Section 2.5.1, the formulation of the
two-stage stochastic mixed integer programming and solving methods are presented in Section
2.5.2 and Section 2.5.3, respectively. And finally, the results of the computational experiment are
presented in Section 2.5.4.
2.5.1 Introduction on Stochastic Programming Models
Stochastic programming is used to solve optimization problems under uncertainty. One basic
assumption is that the probability distributions of random parameters are known or can be
estimated. The decisions must take before the realization of the observed random parameters.
It is desirable that the decisions are feasible for all possible data instances. However, this cannot
be achieved in some adverse situations. The chance constraints are introduced to allow a small
probability violation of the constraints. The objective of stochastic programming model is to find
the optimal decision to minimize the expectation of some functions.
The two-stage stochastic programming models are the most widely applied and studied
stochastic programming models. In the first stage, some actions are taken; and then at the second
stage, after some random events happen some recourse actions are taken; the objective value is
then finalized, which is affected by both the first stage actions, the random events, and the recourse
actions. When there is only one random parameter and it follows a discrete probability distribution,
a common method to solve the two-stage stochastic programming model is to define a number
of scenarios to represent the random outcomes and convert the models into their deterministic
equivalence. Any solution approach for solving the deterministic equivalences can be applied
when the number of possible scenarios is small. However, when the number of possible scenarios
is large, it is necessary to exploit the structural properties of stochastic programs, and decompose
them into smaller and more tractable components (Batun, 2011). For the models with many
random parameters or the random parameters follow continuous probability distributions, one
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addition problem is to construct appropriate scenarios to approximate the outcome uncertainty.
One approach is to use a finite number of random samples to represent the random outcomes,
and solve the resulting deterministic programming models as one would do when the number of
scenarios is finite.
Define the recourse function Q(x,ω) = min
yω∈Y
{qT yω : Wyω = hω −Tωx}, and then the general
form of the two stage stochastic linear programming model with fixed recourse can be written as:
min
x∈X
{cT x+Eω [Q(x,ω)] : Ax = b} (2.28)
where X = {x ∈Rn : l ≤ x≤ u} defines the feasible set of the first stage action; Y = {y ∈Rp : l′ ≤
y ≤ u′} describes the feasible set of recourse action; q is the vector of recourse costs; W is called
recourse matrix with size of m× p; and ω is the index of the scenarios If for any feasible first stage
solution x, the second stage problem is feasible, we say that the stochastic program has relatively
complete recourse.
The deterministic equivalence of the above stochastic model can be reformulated as:
min cT x+Eω [qT yω ] (2.29)
Subject to
Ax = b (2.30)
Tωx+Wyω = hω ∀ω ∈Ω (2.31)
x ∈ X (2.32)
yω ∈ Y (2.33)
Note that Constraint (2.30) is considered as first stage constraints, while Constraint (2.31) is treated
as second stage constraints. The deterministic equivalent is a big linear programming model with
special structure, which could be solved by Bender’s decomposition method.
2.5.2 Mathematical Formulation
By modifying the deterministic MIP model in Section 2.4.1, we develop a two stage stochastic
mixed integer programming model in this section. Although some of the parameters, variables,
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and constraints in Section 2.4.1 are used in this section without any changes, we still redefine them
here for the sake of convenience.
Configuration Related Parameters:
• i: the index of the ORs, i = 1,2, · · · , I
• k: the index of the beds in the recovery area, k = 1,2, · · · ,K
• j: the index of the patients, j = 1,2, · · · ,J
• l: the index of the surgeons, l = 1,2, · · · ,L
• Fi: the fixed cost of OR i
• Oi: the overtime cost of OR i per unit time
• Hi: the normal operating time of OR i
• Gi: the maximum operating time of OR i
• M: a sufficiently large number
• Tj j′: the setup time of patient j′ when previous patient is j
• Φ ji: binary, equal to 1 if and only if surgery j could be operated in OR i
• Pl: the moment that surgeon l begins available
• Ql: the moment that surgeon l begins unavailable
• Θ jl: binary, equal to 1 if and only if patient j is operated by surgeon l
Scenario Related Parameters
• ω: the index of the scenario
• Sωj : the surgery duration of patient j
• Rωj : the recovery time of patient j after surgery
First Stage Decision Variables
• yi: binary variable, equal to 1 if and only if OR i is open
• α ji: binary variable, equal to 1 if and only if the surgery of patient j is scheduled to OR i
• β j j′: binary variable, equal to 1 if the start time of the surgery of patient j is earlier than
patient j′
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• γ jk: binary variable, equal to 1 if and only if patient j is scheduled to bed k in the recovery
area
• δ j j′: binary variable, equal to 1 if the start time of patient j in the recovery area is earlier
than patient j′
Second Stage Decision Variables
• aωj : actual durations that patient j stayed in an OR
• bωji: start time of the surgery of patient j in OR i, and equal to 0 if the surgery of patient j is
not operated in OR i
• cωji: end time of the surgery of patient j in OR i, and equal to 0 if the surgery of patient j is
not operated in OR i
• dωjk: start time of patient j on bed k in the recovery area, and equal to 0 if patient j is not
scheduled to bed k
• eωjk: end time of patient j on bed k in the recovery area, and equal to 0 if patient j is not
scheduled to bed k
• xωi : end time of OR i, and equal to 0 if OR i is not open
• zωi : length of time that OR i is over operated
Similar as the model (2.29)-(2.33), the two-stage stochastic programming model can be
formulated as:
min
I
∑
i=1
yiFi+Eω [Q(y,α,β ,γ,δ ,ω)] (2.34)
subject to
α ji ≤Φ ji ∀ j, i (2.35)
I
∑
i=1
α ji = 1 ∀ j (2.36)
J
∑
j=1
α ji ≤ |J|yi ∀i (2.37)
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J∑
j=1
α ji ≥ yi ∀i (2.38)
β j j′+β j′ j = 1 ∀ j, j′( j′ 6= j) (2.39)
K
∑
k=1
γ jk = 1 ∀ j (2.40)
δ j j′+δ j′ j = 1 ∀ j, j′( j′ 6= j) (2.41)
yi,α ji,β j j′,γ jk,δ j j′ ∈ {0,1} ∀ j, j′, i,k (2.42)
whereQ(y,α,β ,γ,δ ,ω) is a recourse function, which is formulated as:
Q(y,α,β ,γ,δ ,ω) = min
I
∑
i=1
Oizωi (2.43)
subject to
aωj ≥ Sωj ∀ j (2.44)
bωji ≤ Giα ji ∀ j, i (2.45)
cωji ≤ Giα ji ∀ j, i (2.46)
I
∑
i=1
cωji =
I
∑
i=1
bωji +a
ω
j ∀ j (2.47)
xωi = max{cωji,∀ j} ∀i (2.48)
I
∑
i=1
bωji−
I
∑
i=1
bωj′i+Mβ j j′ ≥ 1 ∀ j, j′ (2.49)
cωji +T
ω
j j′−bωj′i ≤ (3−β j j′−α ji−α j′i)M ∀ j, j′( j′ 6= j), i (2.50)
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dωjk ≤Mγ jk ∀ j,k (2.51)
eωjk ≤Mγ jk ∀ j,k (2.52)
K
∑
k=1
eωjk =
K
∑
k=1
dωjk +S
ω
j +R
ω
j −a j ∀ j (2.53)
K
∑
k=1
dωjk−
K
∑
k=1
dωj′k +Mδ j j′ ≥ 1 ∀ j, j′ (2.54)
eωjk−dωj′k ≤ (3−δ j j′− γ jk− γ j′k)M ∀ j, j′( j′ 6= j),k (2.55)
I
∑
i=1
cωji =
K
∑
k=1
dωjk ∀ j (2.56)
L
∑
l=1
Θ jlPl ≤
I
∑
i=1
bωji ∀ j (2.57)
I
∑
i=1
bωji +S
ω
j ≤ QlΘ jl +(1−Θ jl)M ∀ j, l (2.58)
I
∑
i=1
bωji +S
ω
j −
I
∑
i=1
bωj′i ≤ (3−β j j′−Θ jl−Θ j′l)M ∀ j, j′( j′ 6= j), l (2.59)
xωi −Hiyi ≤ zωi ∀i (2.60)
xωi ,z
ω
i ,a
ω
j ,b
ω
ji,c
ω
ji,d
ω
jk,e
ω
jk ≥ 0 ∀ j, i,k (2.61)
The explanations of Constraints (2.35-2.41), (2.44)-(2.60) are similar to those of Constraints (2.2-
2.25), which are omitted here.
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2.5.3 Solution Methods
As an extension of the Bender’s decomposition method, the L-shaped method is one of the most
widely applied approaches to solve the two stage stochastic linear programming models. The first
stage of our model is an MIP with all binary variables, and the second stage is a linear programming
model. Research has shown that the standard L-shaped algorithm is effective for solving this type
of stochastic MIP model (Batun, 2011). The first stage problem is usually called master problem,
and the second stage problem is called sub-problem or recourse problem. In the rest of this section,
we will first present the standard L-shaped algorithm, then we will discuss about the changes we
have made to improve the efficiency of the L-shaped algorithm on solving our problem.
L-Shaped Algorithm
The key idea of L-Shaped algorithm is to introduce an auxiliary variable θ to approximate the
value of the expected recourse function Eω [Q(y,α,β ,γ,δ ,ω)]. In each iteration of the algorithm,
the master problem gets solved and returns an optimal solution, and then with respect to the first
stage optimal solution, the sub-problem gets solved. If the termination condition is not satisfied,
then, according to the status of the second stage solution, either a feasibility cut or an optimality cut
is added to the master problem. By repeating the above process, the solutions causing infeasibility
of the sub-problem get removed, and the objective value of the original problem get improved.
In fact, it has been proved that the L-shaped algorithm will yield an optimal solution in a finite
number of steps if the original problem is feasible (Birge and Louveaux, 2011). Next, we will
discuss about the detailed implementation steps of the L-shaped algorithm.
Step 0: Construct the initial master problem
The auxiliary variable θ is introduced to approximate the value of the expected recourse function
Eω [Q(y,α,β ,γ,δ ,ω)]. Let θ0 be a valid lower bound of Eω [Q(y,α,β ,γ,δ ,ω)], then the initial
master problem can be formulated as
min
I
∑
i=1
yiFi+θ (2.62)
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Subject to
θ ≥ θ0, (2.63)
as well as constraints (2.35) - (2.42).
Step 1: Solve the master problem
The master problem is solved to optimality, and the optimal solution (yˆ, αˆ, βˆ , γˆ, δˆ , θˆ) has been
obtained.
Step 2: solve the sub-problem
For each scenario, given the value of scenario related parameters Sω and Rω and the first stage
optimal solution yˆ, αˆ , βˆ , γˆ , and δˆ , the linear programming model (2.43)-(2.61) is solved. Note that
when the sub-problem is infeasible, the objective valueQ(yˆ, αˆ, βˆ , γˆ, δˆ ,ω) is set to be ∞.
After all the scenarios have been explored, the value of the expected recourse function is
calculated as Eω [Q(yˆ, αˆ, βˆ , γˆ, δˆ ,ω)] = ∑
ω∈Ω
pωQ(yˆ, αˆ, βˆ , γˆ, δˆ ,ω), where pω is the probability that
scenario ω would happen and Ω is the set of possible scenarios with ∑
ω∈Ω
pω = 1.
Step 3: Check termination condition
Depending on the value of Eω [Q(yˆ, αˆ, βˆ , γˆ, δˆ ,ω)], three actions could be taken: 1) if it equals ∞,
then go to Step 4 to add a feasibility cut; 2) if it is greater than θˆ , then go to step 5 to add an
optimality cut based on duality; 3) otherwise the optimal solution is found, i.e., the current master
problem solution results in the minimum expected second-stage cost.
Step 4: Add feasibility cut
According to the Farkas Lemma, for a system of m linear inequalities Ax = b,x ≥ 0 and a vector
σ ∈Rm with ATσ ≤ 0, the following relationships must hold: 1) σT b≤ 0 if the system is feasible,
and 2) σT b > 0 if the system is infeasible. This conclusion could be used to cut off solution
(yˆ, αˆ, βˆ , γˆ, δˆ ) if it causes a sub-problem infeasible. Specifically, we add the following constraint to
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the master problem when the sub-problem under scenario ω is infeasible:
N
∑
n=1
σ(n)[(hω(n)−Tω(n,y)y−Tω(n,α)α−Tω(n,β )β −Tω(n,γ)γ−Tω(n,δ )δ ]≤ 0 (2.64)
where N is the total number of constraints of the sub-problem, hω(n) is the right-hand-side of the
constraint n under scenario ω , and Tω are the coefficients of the first stage decision variables in
scenario ω , for example, Tω(n,y) is a vector of length I, representing the coefficient of y in constraint
n under scenario ω . According to the duality theorem, an infeasible linear programming has an
unbounded dual problem, and the recession direction of the dual problem gives the value of vector
σ . Most of the commercial linear programming solvers provide this information, for example, the
“Cplex.DualFarkas” ∗ method can be used to get the information of this vector.
Step 5: Add optimality cut
When Eω [Q(y,α,β ,γ,δ ,ω)] is a convex function, the following inequality holds:
Eω [Q(y,α,β ,γ,δ ,ω)]≥ Eω [Q(yˆ, αˆ, βˆ , γˆ, δˆ ,ω)]+µT [(y,α,β ,γ,δ )− (yˆ, αˆ, βˆ , γˆ, δˆ )]
where µ is the sub-gradient of Eω [Q(yˆ, αˆ, βˆ , γˆ, δˆ ,ω)]. By adding this constraint to the master
problem, a better approximation of Eω [Q(y,α,β ,γ,δ ,ω)] is built. The sub-gradient µ can be
constructed by the dual solution of the sub-problem. Specifically, let λω be the dual solution of the
sub-problem under scenario ω , then µ =− ∑
ω∈Ω
pωλωTω . Let θ replace Eω [Q(y,α,β ,γ,δ ,ω)] in
the above inequality, then newly added optimality cut is written as:
θ ≥ Eω [Q(yˆ, αˆ, βˆ , γˆ, δˆ ,ω)]+µT [(y,α,β ,γ,δ )− (yˆ, αˆ, βˆ , γˆ, δˆ )]
= Eω [Q(yˆ, αˆ, βˆ , γˆ, δˆ ,ω)]− ∑
ω∈Ω
pωλωTω [(y,α,β ,γ,δ )− (yˆ, αˆ, βˆ , γˆ, δˆ )]
= ∑
ω∈Ω
pωλω [hω −Tω(yˆ, αˆ, βˆ , γˆ, δˆ ,ω)]− ∑
ω∈Ω
pωλωTω [(y,α,β ,γ,δ )− (yˆ, αˆ, βˆ , γˆ, δˆ )]
= ∑
ω∈Ω
pωλω [hω −Tω(y,α,β ,γ,δ )]
= ∑
ω∈Ω
pω
N
∑
n=1
λω(n)[(h
ω
(n)−Tω(n,y)y−Tω(n,α)α−Tω(n,β )β −Tω(n,γ)γ−Tω(n,δ )δ ]
(2.65)
∗Readers are referred to the blog of Dr. Paul Rubin titled ”Infeasible LPs and Farkas Certificates”
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Identify the lower bound of Eω [Q(y,α,β ,γ,δ ,ω)]
We know that Eω [Q(y,α,β ,γ,δ ,ω)] represents the expected overtime cost of the ORs given a
feasible first stage solution (y,α,β ,γ,δ ). A valid lower bound of this expected recourse function
would be 0. However, the solving procedure will be expedited if we can develop a valid and also
tighter lower bound. Recall the Jensen’s inequality that the expectation of a convex function of
some argument is always greater than or equal to the function evaluated at the expected of its
argument, i.e., Eω [g(ω)] ≥ g(Eω [ω]), which could be used to develop a valid and tighter lower
bound of Eω [Q(y,α,β ,γ,δ ,ω)].
Proposition 1. For any feasible solution (y,α,β ,γ,δ ), the recourse functionQ(y,α,β ,γ,δ ,ω) is
a convex function of ω
Proof. First, we will prove the convexity a more general function F (ξ ) = min
y∈Y
{qT y : Wy = ξ}.
When the duality holds, we have F (ξ ) = max
ξ∈Ξ
{ξ T z : W T z ≤ q}. It is known that the optimal
solution to a linear programming model is one of the extreme points of the feasible region. Let
z1,z2, . . . ,zK be the set of the extreme points of W T z≤ q, then we haveF (ξ )=maxk=1,...,K{ξ T zk},
which is proved to be convex based on the following two facts : 1) the maximum of a set of convex
function is also convex, and 2) ξ T zk is a convex function for all k.
When the first stage solution (y,α,β ,γ,δ ) makes the second stage feasible, then the duality
assumption ofQ(y,α,β ,γ,δ ,ω) holds andQ(y,α,β ,γ,δ ,ω) =F (hω −Tω(y,α,β ,γ,δ )). Note
that hω and Tω are linear expressions of Sω , Rω and some constants, and they are the aberrations
of h(Sω ,Rω) and T (Sω ,Rω), respectively.
tQ(y,α,β ,γ,δ ,ω)+(1− t)Q(y,α,β ,γ,δ ,ω ′)
= tF
(
hω −Tω(y,α,β ,γ,δ ))+(1− t)F (hω ′−Tω ′(y,α,β ,γ,δ )
)
≥ F
(
(thω +(1− t)hω ′)− (tTω +(1− t)Tω ′)(y,α,β ,γ,δ )
)
= F
(
htω+(1−t)ω
′−T tω+(1−t)ω ′(y,α,β ,γ,δ )
)
= Q(y,α,β ,γ,δ , tω+(1− t)ω ′)
ThereforeQ(y,α,β ,γ,δ ,ω) is a convex function of ω .
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Proposition 2. Let ω¯ is the scenario that (Sω¯j ,R
ω¯
j )= (Eω [Sωj ],Eω [Rωj ]), then θ0 =Q(y,α,β ,γ,δ , ω¯)
is a valid lower bound of Eω [Q(y,α,β ,γ,δ ,ω)].
Proof. According to Jensen’s inequality, we haveEω [Q(y,α,β ,γ,δ ,ω)]≥Q(y,α,β ,γ,δ ,Eω [ω])=
Q(y,α,β ,γ,δ , ω¯)
Relatively Complete Recourse Property
By solving the model (2.34) - (2.61) directly, one can always get a feasible solution. However, the
L-shaped algorithm solves the master and recourse problem separately. According to the current
formulation, the desirable relatively complete resource property does not hold, i.e., a feasible
solution of the master problem may not be feasible in the second stage.
One type of infeasibility is caused by the completion time related constraints, including
Constraints (2.45) - (2.46) and (2.58). For example, if an OR can accommodate all types of
surgeries, then scheduling all patients’ surgery operation and recovery to this OR is a feasible
solution to the master problem; however, this solution will probably violate the constraints
regarding OR maximum operating time and surgeons’ availability.
Another infeasibility is related to the sequencing constraints on patients’ recovery, including
Constraint (2.54) and (2.55). For example, if the first stage decision δ j j′ = 1,γ jk = 1 and γ j′k = 1,
i.e., both patients j and j′ are scheduled for recovery on bed k and patient j starts earlier. However,
suppose that the surgery j′ finishes earlier than surgery j, so patient j′ has to stay in the OR for
recovery. If, as shown in Figure 2.5, surgery j has not finished, but patient j′ has completely
recovered in the OR, i.e., d j′k = e j′k < d jk, this leads the violations of Constraint (2.54) and (2.55).
Surgery j’
Surgery j
Operation
Operation Recover
Recover
d_j’k = e_j’k
d_jk e_jk
Figure 2.5: An example of infeasible case related to patients’ sequence
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As mentioned before, in each iteration, whenever the second stage problem is infeasible, the
L-shaped algorithm will add an inequality constraint to the master problem, which ensures that this
first stage solution will never happen again. However, this procedure is time consuming. Instead,
one can modify the formulation of the sub-problem to achieve the relatively complete recourse
(Birge and Louveaux, 2011; Batun, 2011).
In order to prevent the first type of infeasibility, i.e., the one causing by completion time related
constraints, we introduce the three auxiliary variables, modify the objective function as well as
three constraints, and add a new constraint. U is a very large number, which defined as the penalty
of violating the maximum OR operating time and the availability of surgeons; vωjl is a non-negative
variable, representing the amount of overtime surgeon l need to spend to finish surgery l; wωi is a
non-negative variable, representing the amount of time OR i exceeds the maximum operating time.
The objective (2.43) has been modified as:
Q(y,α,β ,γ,δ ,ω) = min
I
∑
i=1
Oizωi +U
(
J
∑
j=1
L
∑
l=1
vωjl +
I
∑
i=1
wωi
)
where the first term is the same as the original objective function, the second term represents the
penalties for exceeding the maximum OR time and surgeon normal working hours. Accordingly,
Constraints (2.45), (2.46), and (2.58) are modified as:
bωji ≤Mα ji ∀ j, i
cωji ≤Mα ji ∀ j, i
I
∑
i=1
bωji +S
ω
j − vωjl ≤ QlΘ jl +(1−Θ jl)M ∀ j, l
In addition, we add a new constraint on zωi and w
ω
i as:
zωi −wωi ≤ G−H (2.66)
Regarding to the constraints about the sequence in the recovery area, we relax Constraints 2.67
as
I
∑
i=1
cωji <=
K
∑
k=1
dωjk ∀ j (2.67)
and penalize the big value of e jk in the objective function. By doing this, the infeasibility situation
shown in Figure 2.5 will be prevented. The advantages of achieving the relative complete recourse
versus adding feasibility cut each iteration is compared in Section 2.5.4.
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Valid Optimality Cut
Besides the optimality cut (2.65), when the first stage variables are binary (our problem), we
can derive another set of optimality cuts which are more efficient for branching based algorithms
Laporte and Louveaux (1993).
θ ≥ (Eω [Q(yˆ, αˆ, βˆ , γˆ, δˆ ,ω)]−θ0)(A−A′−|A |+1)+θ0 (2.68)
where A is a subset of (yˆ, αˆ, βˆ , γˆ, δˆ ) with nonzero value variables, for example, if yˆi = 1 then
yˆi ∈ A ; the expressions of A and A′ are formulated as follows: A = ∑yˆi∈A yi +∑αˆ ji∈A α ji +
∑βˆ j j′∈A β j j′+∑γˆ jk∈A γ jk+∑δˆ j j′∈A δ j j′ and A
′=∑yˆi /∈A yi+∑αˆ ji /∈A α ji+∑βˆ j j′ /∈A β j j′+∑γˆ jk /∈A γ jk+
∑δˆ j j′ /∈A δ j j′ . The inequality A−A
′−|A | ≤ 0 always holds, and it takes the value of 0 when the
first stage solution is (yˆ, αˆ, βˆ , γˆ, δˆ ,ω). And in this case, the right-hand side of constraint (2.68)
takes the value of (Eω [Q(yˆ, αˆ, βˆ , γˆ, δˆ ,ω)], otherwise, the value of the right-hand side is less than
or equal to the lower bound θ0.
Symmetry Constraints
In our problem, we assume that there is no difference between recovery beds. When a surgery
ends, if more than one bed are available, then the patient can be sent to any of it. This symmetry
solution structure can slow the progress of branching based algorithm for solving MIP. To deal
with this symmetry, we add a term ∑Jj=1∑
K
k=1 γ jkk to the objective function. By minimizing this
term, it will ensure that if two recovery beds are available, then always assign it to the bed with a
lower index.
2.5.4 Computational Results
In the first part of this section, we compare the different variants of the L-shaped algorithm. And
the second part represents the value of stochastic solutions.
Note that the master problem is required to solve to optimality. Otherwise, the stochastic
solution has no practical meaning. With respect to this fact, the instances tested in this section is
not as large as the ones in Section 2.4.3. We randomly generate 32 instances with 2 different sizes.
There are total 10 ORs and 2 recovery beds, 5 surgeries available for all the instances. The first
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set has 2 surgeons, and the other set has 3 surgeons available. For each size, we have 16 different
instances. The details of the tested instances are listed in the tables of the next two sections.
The configuration related parameters listed at the beginning of Section 2.5.2 are either the
same (including Fi,Oi,Hi,Gi,M) or generated in the same way (including Φ,Pl,Ql,Θ jl) as in
Section 2.4.3. The penalty U in the modified objective (2.43) is set to be 100000. While the
scenario related parameters are generated as follows. For all the instances, there are total 100
different scenarios. For each scenario ω , Sωj and R
ω
j are generated in the same way as in Section
2.4.3, i.e., depending on the type of the surgeries, Sωj is generated from one of the log-normal
distributions with means equal to 72,49,103,173,135 minutes and standard deviations equal to
23,13,25,33,32 minutes, and Rωj is generated from one of the uniform distributions U(30,72),
U(25,49), U(65,103), U(120,173), U(90,135). Note that when we calculate valid lower bound
of the expected recourse function according to Proposition 2, Sω¯j and R
ω¯
j are equal to the mean of
the 100 scenarios.
We coded the algorithms in Java and run it on a personal computer with Intel R© CoreTMi7 2.20
GHz processor and 8.0 GB RAM. The CPLEX Optimizer is called to solve the master problem
and sub-problems by using the ILOG concert technology. The time limit for all the algorithms are
set to be 600 seconds and the maximum iteration is set to be 1000.
Performance Comparison of L-shaped Algorithm Variants
The computational performance of three different features of the L-shaped algorithm are tested
in this section, including the optimality cuts, the feasibility cuts, and symmetry breaking. Three
groups of experiments have been conducted and each group focuses on one feature.
As discussed previously, two sets of optimality cuts are valid for our problem: the optimality
cut for general linear programming models shown in Eq. (2.65) (we call it “cut1”), and the special
optimality cut for mixed integer programming models shown in Eq. (2.68) (we call it “cut2”). We
have tested three different options for the optimality cuts: (1) cut1, (2) cut2, and (3) cut1 and cut2,
and the objective value and computational time are reported in Table 2.5. Note that for all the
three options, the other two features are the same: Modifying the original problem formulation to
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achieve the relatively complete recourse property and changing the objective function to break the
symmetry. Overall, the objective values of the three options are almost identical, except for the
instance 8 and 9 of 3 surgeons. For instance 8, the algorithms are not converged within the time
limit for all three options, therefore, the best objective values are reported. The solution value of
“Cut1” is slightly better than the other two options. For instance 9, “Cut1” cannot find a feasible
solution for the original problem, while the other two options can find optimal solutions. By using
“Cut1”, most of the instances cannot converge within the time limit, while the other two options
can find optimal solutions very quickly for most instances. In addition, “Cut2” takes a slightly less
computational time than “Cut1&2”. To sum up, “Cut1” performs the worst; “Cut2” and “Cut1&2”
has compatible performance on finding optimal solutions, and “Cut2” is slightly faster.
Refer to our analysis of the relatively complete recourse property, there are two options to
handle the infeasibility of the sub-problem, either adding a feasibility cut each time the problem is
infeasible or reformulating the problem to achieve the relatively complete recourse property. The
objective value and computational time of these two options are shown in Table 2.6. For the first
set of the instances, the two options produces identical objective values, and the computational
Table 2.5: Computational performance of different optimality cut
5S-2S 5S-3S
Ins Cut1 Cut2 Cut1&2 Cut1 Cut2 Cut1&2
Time Obj Time Obj Time Obj Time Obj Time Obj Time Obj
1 601 16000 5 16000 17 16000 600 16000 4 16000 2 16000
2 600 16000 4 16000 28 16000 2 8000 1 8000 1 8000
3 600 8933 600 8933 600 8933 600 16000 4 16000 14 16000
4 601 8918 47 8918 60 8918 2 8000 1 8000 1 8000
5 600 16000 3 16000 6 16000 601 8002 1 8002 1 8002
6 2 8000 1 8000 2 8000 600 16000 2 16000 3 16000
7 2 8000 1 8000 2 8000 601 8934 13 8934 26 8934
8 601 10988 2 10988 2 10988 602 16142 603 16166 603 16165
9 601 16000 16 16000 26 16000 600 2904874 124 16000 120 16000
10 600 16000 6 16000 2 16000 601 16000 25 16000 11 16000
11 601 16000 2 16000 2 16000 600 16000 13 16000 20 16000
12 603 16000 7 16000 11 16000 600 8003 1 8003 1 8003
13 601 16000 2 16000 4 16000 600 16000 2 16000 8 16000
14 600 16000 3 16000 3 16000 601 16000 2 16000 6 16000
15 600 16000 5 16000 3 16000 600 9933 49 9933 44 9933
16 600 16000 7 16000 15 16000 600 16000 3 16000 2 16000
Mean 526 - 44 - 49 - 526 - 53 - 54
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Table 2.6: Computational performance of different options to handle sub-problem infeasibility
5S-2S 5S-3S
Ins Rel. Com. Rec. Add cut Rel. Com. Rec. Add cut
Time Obj. Time Obj. Time Obj. Time Obj.
1 5 16000 13 16000 4 16000 6 16000
2 4 16000 38 16000 1 8000 1 8000
3 600 8933 600 8933 4 16000 12 16000
4 47 8918 479 8918 1 8000 1 8000
5 3 16000 4 16000 1 8002 1 8002
6 1 8000 1 8000 2 16000 2 16000
7 1 8000 1 8000 13 8934 28 8934
8 2 10988 2 10988 603 16166 603 16156
9 16 16000 19 16000 124 16000 93 -
10 6 16000 9 16000 25 16000 6 16000
11 2 16000 2 16000 13 16000 9 16000
12 7 16000 6 16000 1 8003 1 8000
13 2 16000 2 16000 2 16000 19 16000
14 3 16000 22 16000 2 16000 11 16000
15 5 16000 4 16000 49 9933 44 9933
16 7 16000 8 16000 3 16000 2 16000
Mean 44 - 76 - 53 - 52 -
time of option “Add cut” is longer than option “Rel. Com. Rec.”, especially for the instance 4.
For the second set of the instances, option “Rel. Com. Rec.” solves almost all the instances to
optimality except instance 8. In contrast, besides instance 8, option “Add cut” fails to find feasible
solutions for instance 9, and “-” means when the iteration limit (1000) is reached after 93 seconds,
no feasible solution has been found by the algorithm. Note that for instance 12, the slight difference
between the optimal objective values obtained by the two options is caused by the tolerance of the
solver. The computational time of these two options on the second set of instances are compatible.
The no-difference assumption regarding the recovery beds may cause the symmetry problem
and lead an unnecessary long computational time. The advantage of modifying the objective
function of the sub-problem (we call it “Modify Obj.) is tested against the original objective
function (we call it “No Change”, and the results are reported in Table 2.7. For the first set of the
instances, the two options produces identical objective values. By changing the objective function,
the optimal solution of instance 14 can be found within the time limit. Besides, the computational
time for optimal solutions has been reduced greatly, especially for instance 2 and 4. For the second
set of the instances, the advantages of changing objectives are not as significant as the first set. On
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Table 2.7: Computational performance of different options to handle Symmetry
5S-2S 5S-3S
Ins Modify Obj No Change Modify Obj No Change
Time Obj. Time Obj. Time Obj. Time Obj.
1 5 16000 9 16000 4 16000 2 16000
2 4 16000 281 16000 1 8000 1 8000
3 600 8933 601 8933 4 16000 2 16000
4 47 8918 103 8918 1 8000 1 8000
5 3 16000 9 16000 1 8002 1 8002
6 1 8000 1 8000 2 16000 2 16000
7 1 8000 1 8000 13 8934 37 8934
8 2 10988 3 10988 603 16166 604 16128
9 16 16000 30 16000 124 16000 120 16000
10 6 16000 2 16000 25 16000 5 16000
11 2 16000 2 16000 13 16000 2 16000
12 7 16000 16 16000 1 8003 1 8000
13 2 16000 4 16000 2 16000 6 16000
14 3 16000 602 16000 2 16000 4 16000
15 5 16000 2 16000 49 9933 29 9933
16 7 16000 2 16000 3 16000 5 16000
Mean 44 - 104 - 53 - 51 -
average, the computational time is about 15 seconds difference, and the objective values reported
by the two options are almost identical for all the instances.
Based on the above experiments, in general, using optimality cut2 only, achieving the relatively
complete recourse property, modifying the objective function to breaking symmetry are better
options from the perspectives of both the solution quality and computational time. Further, we
compare the results based on Cplex solver with another commercial solver named Gurobi, and
the results are shown in Table 2.8. In general, there’s no much difference in the objective values
obtained by the two solvers, and the Cplex solver computes faster on average.
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Table 2.8: Computational performance of Cplex solver and Gurobi solver
5S-2S 5S-3S
Ins Cplex Gurobi Cplex Gurobi
Time Obj. Time Obj. Time Obj. Time Obj.
1 5 16000 19 16000 4 16000 3 16000
2 4 16000 64 16000 1 8000 2 8000
3 600 8933 601 8933 4 16000 17 16000
4 47 8918 143 8918 1 8000 1 8000
5 3 16000 2 16000 1 8002 22 8000
6 1 8000 1 8000 2 16000 4 16000
7 1 8000 1 8000 13 8934 62 8934
8 2 10988 2 10988 603 16166 602 16164
9 16 16000 37 16000 124 16000 219 16000
10 6 16000 2 16000 25 16000 20 16000
11 2 16000 31 16000 13 16000 15 16000
12 7 16000 8 16000 1 8003 1 8000
13 2 16000 2 16000 2 16000 3 16000
14 3 16000 14 16000 2 16000 5 16000
15 5 16000 2 16000 49 9933 87 9933
16 7 16000 2 16000 3 16000 2 16000
Mean 44 - 58 - 53 - 67 -
Value of the Stochastic Solution
For an instance, an Expected Value (EV) solution is defined as the solution of the deterministic
problem when the random parameters are fixed to be equal to their average value. In our
experiment, each instance has 100 different scenarios. For each scenario, we can calculate the value
of the objective function by substitute the decision variables by the EV solution. The Expectation
of the Expected Value problem (EEV) is defined as the expectation of the objective values over
the 100 scenarios. Then the Value of the Stochastic Solution (VSS) is defined as the difference
between the objective value of the Stochastic Programming model (SPV) and the EEV.
For each instance, the SPV, EEV, and VSS are reported in Table 2.9. Note that the SPV is the
objective value obtained by the best performed algorithm. The EV solution is not always feasible
for all scenarios. If for a scenario, one or more constraints are violated, a certain penalty is added to
the objective value, and the unit penalty cost is set to be 100000. In other words, if the value of EEV
is greater than 100000, then the EV solution is not valid for all scenarios of this instance. As shown
in Table 2.9, 15 EV solutions are not valid for all scenarios. Implementing these EV solutions will
cause the schedules of two surgeries overlap with each other or the maximum operating time of an
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Table 2.9: Value of stochastic solution for each of the instance
5S-2S 5S-3S
Ins SPV EEV VSS SPV EEV VSS
1 16000 856000 840000 16000 16199 199
2 16000 16115 115 8000 8000 0
3 8933 9031 98 16000 16000 0
4 8918 9092 174 8000 8000 0
5 16000 997000 981000 8000 8000 0
6 8000 8000 0 16000 142112 126112
7 8000 8000 0 8934 9041 107
8 10988 11140 152 16128 566031 549903
9 16000 986000 970000 16000 2904874 2888874
10 16000 158102 142102 16000 16537 537
11 16000 1016000 1000000 16000 996000 980000
12 16000 1052087 1036087 8000 8000 0
13 16000 876000 860000 16000 396071 380071
14 16000 219253 203253 16000 266010 250010
15 16000 16113 113 9933 10162 230
16 16000 866000 850000 16000 16229 229
OR is exceeded. It requires lots of work of the OR manager to fix these problems. The solution of
the stochastic programming model is quite robust, and it will not cause any violations in the surgery
sequence or maximum operating time. For the rest of the 17 instances where the EV solutions do
work, 10 of them have positive VSS, ranging from 98 (1.1%) to 537 (3.36%); All these analyses
show that the solution of the stochastic programming model is never worse than the EV solution;
and the advantages of the stochastic programming solution are more obvious for the instances with
scenarios that are prone to be infeasible.
2.6 Summary
This chapter studies an elective surgery scheduling problem in a surgical center with multiple
operations rooms and recovery beds. The problem is solved in one step, and three scheduling
decisions are considered, including the number of ORs to open, surgery-OR assignment, and
surgery sequencing. These decisions are subject to the availability of different resources, including
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ORs, surgeons, recovery beds, surgery type. In addition, we have studied the impact of sequence-
dependent setup time on the schedule decision. Both the deterministic and stochastic versions of
this problem have been investigated.
For the deterministic problem, we have built an MIP model and a CP model and tested them
on randomly generated instances. Although both the MIP and CP models fail to find the optimal
solutions for most of the cases, the CP model is superior in the following aspects: (1) it has a
smaller number of constraints and variables; (2) it is solved faster; (3) it yields better solutions,
and (4) it provides Gantt chart for each scheduling solution. And along with the increase of
the instance size, these advantages become more significant. Besides, the sensitivity analysis is
conducted to examine the influence of the variations in surgery durations and recovery times on
the implementation of the scheduling decisions obtained by the CP model. It is concluded that
when the variations are small, i.e., the estimated surgery durations and recovery times are very
close to the actual values, on average the hospital needs to pay 4.27% more than the total cost
indicated by the deterministic solution versus 11.53% for large variations. Another issue about the
deterministic solutions is that the maximum operating time constraints might be violated.
Instead of finding the solution that is the best with respect to the mean surgery durations and
recovery times, we proposed a stochastic programming model to achieve the minimum expected
cost. Specifically speaking, the stochastic problem relaxes the deterministic assumption about the
surgery duration and recovery time; instead, it is assumed that their variation can be represented by
a finite number of scenarios. The L-shaped algorithm is proposed to solve the two-stage stochastic
mixed integer programing model. Different features have been tested by randomly generated
instance, including, the optimality cut, the feasibility cut, and symmetry breaking. The stochastic
solutions are always better than the EV solutions, and the advantages of the stochastic solutions
are more significant when the EV solutions prone to be infeasible for some of the scenarios.
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Chapter 3
Appointment Scheduling Problem in an
Outpatient Clinic
3.1 Introduction
In outpatient clinics, the patients usually consult with their own primary care physician, and each
physician’s schedule can be treated independently. Therefore, we consider a single physician in
this study. One session (usually an 8-hour shift) is divided into several equal-length slots. When
patients call for making appointments for a certain day, they are either accepted and scheduled
to a particular slot or rejected based on the current schedule of the physician, punctuality of the
patients, and other factors. A certain percentage of the rejected appointments will be resubmitted
for another day within the planning horizon by either the patient or the schedule manager. In
general, appointment requests arrive individually and dynamically. The decision process at each
call-in stage is illustrated in Figure 3.1. The medical resource is tight, and usually patients will
accept any arrangement as long as their appointment requests are accepted. In this sense, patient’s
preference is not that urgent to model. Therefore, this study does not consider the preferences of
the patients.
The major problem of scheduling appointments in outpatient clinics is the waiting time,
which is also the major cause of dissatisfaction of the service. The waiting time of the patients
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Figure 3.1: The decision process at each call-in stage of the appointment scheduling
includes two parts. One is direct waiting time, which is the time between the moment when
the patient arrives at the clinic and the moment the service begins. The other is the indirect
waiting time, which is the time between the day when the appointment request arrives and the
day the appointment is scheduled. Since patients’ physical conditions change over time, if the
indirect waiting time is long patients might get recovered, see other doctors, or forget, which lead
a significant rate of cancellations and no-shows. No-shows are patients who do not appear to their
scheduled appointment, which waste the available capacity of valuable resources (physician, staff,
and equipment), decrease the quality of care, increase costs, and limit clinic access to the patient
population. In some clinics, up to 42% of scheduled patients fails to show up for prearranged
appointments (Muthuraman and Lawley, 2008). Appointment delay, patient demographics and
medical conditions, physician characteristics, as well as patient-physician interactions are the
main factors causing no-shows. Although several methods are proposed, including sending
telephone/mail reminders and patient education, to alleviate the impact of the no-shows, some
of the clinics using the reminder system still report a high percentage of no shows (Hixon et al.,
1999). Walk-in patients, cancellations, and no-shows disturb the well-arranged schedule.
Most outpatient clinics have developed scheduling systems to arrange patients’ appointments
according to clinic managers’ concerns on system performance. The variety of criteria used to
evaluate the appointment scheduling system can be divided into four main classes, including cost-
based measures, time-based measures, congestion measures, fairness measures. Among them, the
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patients’ waiting time, the physicians’ overtime working, and the clinic’s revenue are the most
popular performance measures found in literature. Figure 3.2 presents a realization of a schedule
of a certain day and illustrates several popular performance measures. There are four equal-length
time slots in this session, and the notation 3(4) in Slot 1 means 4 patients arrive at Slot 1 and only
3 of them get served. As a result, one patient waits for one slot and overflows to Slot 2. In Slot 3,
the time needed to serve the arrived 3 patients are shorter than the slot length, which leads idleness
of the physician. In the last slot, 4 patients arrive, but only 3 of them get served, and the physician
has to work overtime to serve the remaining 1 patients.
This work studies an on-line appointment scheduling problem in an outpatient clinic over a
long planning horizon. The scheduling decisions are made upon receiving the calls, including
whether to accept the appointment request, and if the request gets accepted, which day and slot
to put this request. We are the first few who consider the cost of patients’ indirect waiting time
and model the probability of patient’s cancellation rate as well as no-show rate as functions of
their indirect waiting. An MDP model is developed and an easy-implemented scheduling policy is
proposed.
The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 3.2 summarizes the related work on
appointment scheduling problems. Section 3.3 defines the scope of the problem, including the
assumptions, objective, decisions, and methodologies. Section 3.4 presents the proposed MDP
model and analyzes the properties of the optimal policies. Section 3.5 describes the backward
induction algorithm for the optimal policy as well as a heuristic policy. Section 3.6 evaluates the
optimal polices on randomly generated numerical instances and compared it with the heuristic
3 (4) 4 (3) 3 (3) 3 (4) 1 (1)
Patient waiting
1 overflow
Overtime
Figure 3.2: An illustration of patient waiting time and physician’s overtime
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policy and another commonly used scheduling rule. Section 3.7 concludes this chapter and
summarizes the findings.
3.2 Literature Review
In the delivery of healthcare services, the uncertainty of patient arrival and service processes causes
a huge waste of facility’s resources and unnecessary patient waiting times Robinson and Chen
(2009). The appointment scheduling of outpatient services has been widely studied with various
tools and techniques since 1950s. Cayirli and Veral (2003) conducted a comprehensive survey of
previous studies on the appointment scheduling in outpatient clinics. They discussed the general
problem formulations and modeling considerations, including number of service/physicians,
patients’ arrival patterns, service processes, punctuality of physicians and their interruption, and
queuing discipline. Further, they classified the performance measures into four major categories,
and proposed general guidelines to design appointment systems. Gupta and Denton (2008)
reviewed the literatures related to the appointment scheduling system of primary care, specialty
care, and elective surgeries. They analyzed the factors that affect performance of appointment
system and pointed out the open challenges to either improve the efficiency of the appointing
systems or model the process more precisely.
The rest of this section reviews the related literatures from three aspects, including two aspects.
Specifically, commonly used scheduling policies or scheduling rules are summarized in the first
part of this review. And then the complicating factors as well as variations of problem settings are
discussed in the second part of this review.
3.2.1 Appointment Scheduling Policies and Rules
The scheduling policy can be divided into two types. One is the sequential scheduling policy, and
the other is the open-access scheduling policy. The sequential scheduling policy is widely used
in the outpatient clinic, which is also the scheduling policy studied in this study. The sequential
scheduling policy requires patients to call the clinic in advance for making appointments at a
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certain time of a certain day (Muthuraman and Lawley, 2008). Open access policy is introduced
recently as an alternative to traditional sequential scheduling policy. It requires patients to come
right away or call in the morning to make an appointment for the same day (Liu et al., 2010). This
policy virtually eliminates no-shows; however, it introduces considerably imbalances in the day-
to-day workload because the number of patients who want to be seen each day varies randomly.
When the demand and supply are in balance, there are reported improvement in service quality by
applying this policy. Some researchers combined these two policies by allocating a certain portion
of the capacity for future appointments.
According to Cayirli and Veral (2003), the scheduling rules are combinations of the following
three variables: the block-size, the begin-block, and the appointment interval. The clinic session
is divided into several blocks. The appointment interval is the length of the block, constant or
variable; the block-size is the number of patients assigned to each block, it could be one, other
constant or variable; and the begin-block is the number of patients scheduled at the start of each
session.
The single-block rule requires all patients to arrive at the beginning of each clinic session, and it
was common in most clinics in the 1950s. Therefore, most of the early studies on the appointment
scheduling problem are about this rule. Another prevalent rule is Bailey rule. In this rule, more
than one patient is assigned to arrive at the beginning of the session, the block size is one, and the
appointment interval is fixed. This rule minimizes the risk of the idle time of physicians if the first
patient does not arrive punctually. Recently, researchers developed an individual-block/variable-
interval rule, in which the patients are scheduled individually at varying appointment intervals.
Some studies indicate that the optimal appointment intervals exhibit a ”dome pattern” when the
service time is independent identically distributed and the waiting cost of the patients are uniformly
distributed. Specifically, the dome pattern means that the intervals increase towards the middle of
the session and then decrease.
Cayirli et al. (2009) employed simulation model to examine 18 different appointment schedul-
ing rules under different patient arrival patterns. They pointed out that by adjusting interval
length patients’ waiting time, doctors’ idle time and overtime could be improved. LaGanga and
Lawrence (2007a) studied a single server system with deterministic service time and punctual
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arrivals. By compressing the appointment intervals, the excess appointment is accommodated.
They used a simulation model to analyze the effects of the placement of the extra appointments
in an overbooked appointment schedule. Kaandorp and Koole (2007) examined the optimal
scheduling rule for a single server clinic with exponential distributed service time. The proposed
optimal schedules are compared with the single-block rule and Bailey’s rule. Wijewickrama and
Takakuwa (2008) developed a simulation model to evaluate the appointment scheduling rules in a
multi-facility system.
3.2.2 Complicating Factors
A common assumptions for studies on scheduling rules is all appointment requests are known at the
beginning of the clinic session, and the service time is the single source of uncertainty. However, in
reality, both the day and the time of the visits are determined upon receiving the calls. The demand
uncertainty increases the complexity of the problem.
The complicating factors discussed in this subsection include the planning horizon, the number
of physicians, service time distribution, patient characteristics, patient arrival process, no-shows
and cancellations, and the walk-ins.
Planning Horizon
The planning horizon of the appointment scheduling in our study is a long time instead of one-
day. In literature, only a few papers have addressed the appointment scheduling problem in a long
term. Liu et al. (2010) developed a model for dynamic appointment scheduling decision over a
planning horizon of N days. However, the dynamic heuristic policies they proposed only specify
on which day to schedule an appointment, but not to which slot of that day. Green and Savin (2008)
studied the appointment system over a long period as a single server queuing system in which
customers who are about to enter service have a state-dependent probability of not being served
and may rejoin the queue. Their model aims to find a proper patient panel size. The performance
measures used in this paper are expected patient backlog and the probability of getting a same-day
appointment. Gupta and Wang (2008) modeled the patients’ choice explicitly, and they divided
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the booking horizon (time between opening for reservation and the beginning of the workday) into
τ discrete time periods such that there is at most one appointment request in each period. They
developed an MDP model to determine which appointment to accept in order to maximize revenue.
However, the unfavored patients’ behaviors, including no-shows, cancellations, and walk-ins, are
not considered in their study.
Number of Physicians
A single server assumption is frequently used in previous studies (LaGanga and Lawrence, 2007a;
Kaandorp and Koole, 2007; Liu et al., 2010; Green and Savin, 2008). It not only makes the problem
simpler, but also reflects the reality at some degree. It is common that the doctors usually have their
own lists of patients, especially in the primary health care clinic. On the one hand, it improves the
service quality and reduces the service time since the doctor is familiar with the patient’s situation.
On the other hand, this practice improves the loyalty of the patient to the physician.
Service Time
The service time distribution is another concern when modeling the appointment scheduling
process. To simplify the model, some literatures assume deterministic service time (Kim and
Giachetti, 2006; LaGanga and Lawrence, 2007a; Patrick et al., 2008; Robinson and Chen, 2009).
Due to different situations of the patients, the service time should be stochastic. The empirical
data indicates that the service time distribution is unimodal and right-skewed. Some studies used
Erlang or exponential service times to keep their model tractable Cayirli and Veral (2003). The
duration and the variety of the service time influence the system’s performance, for example, the
patients’ waiting time and doctors’ idle time. Therefore, the service time distribution should be
carefully modeled.
Patient Priority and Preference
Most of the previous study ignored the difference of the patients’ situation, and few of them
explicitly considered the patients priority when scheduling. Patrick et al. (2008) is the first one
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who proposed a method to dynamically schedule patients with different priorities to access the
diagnostic facility. The priority of the patient is assigned based on medically acceptable waiting
time. The scheduling process was modeled as an MDP, transformed into an equivalent linear
program, and solved through approximate dynamic programming. They proposed a scheduling
policy to guide the decisions as to when to book each priority class. Cayirli et al. (2009)
relaxed the homogeneous patients assumption and treated patients as new and return when building
appointment scheduling system.
Another aspect about patients that has been relatively overlooked is patient choice. Due to the
medical resource constraints, most of the previous studies assumed that the patients will accept the
arrangements. However, considering patients’ preferences will improve their satisfaction about the
service. The patient choices include the acuity of their need, time preference (which day and which
time of a day), and loyalty to the doctors. Gupta and Wang (2008) is the first one (probably the
only one) who modeled patient choice when scheduling appointments. When a call for the future
appointment with a particular doctor arrived, based on the patient’s and the doctor’s identities, the
appointment was either accepted by showing the patients all available time slots or declined. The
workload of the physicians and the loyalty of the patients to their physicians were considered in
their model. They pointed out that the positive dependence among the same-day demands and its
variability deteriorated the system’s performance, and patient loyalty benefited the system only
when the workload between the physicians was balanced.
Patient Arrival Process
In most of the previous studies, the patients are assumed arriving punctually. However, most of the
time, patients either arrive early (which cause congestion of the waiting room), late (which cause
the idle time and/or overtime of the physician), or even don’t show up (which wastes the resources).
The scheduling system needs to make adjustments to reduce the disruptive effects caused by non-
punctuality. Another common assumption is about the independence of the patients. There are
a few studies on demand dependency. Abdus-Salaam et al. (2010) built a discrete-time, discrete
space, stationary infinite-horizon MDP model to study the batch arrivals in a pediatric dental clinic
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with an open access policy. They concluded that companions need to be taken into consideration,
especially when the majority of the patients are children or aged. Cayirli and Veral (2003) pointed
out that the waiting room might get congestion because of the companions.
No-shows and Cancellations
The no-shows and late cancellations waste the resources and decrease service quality, and it is
necessary to take the no-shows into account when scheduling the patients in outpatient clinics.
In some of the studies, all patients are treated as homogeneous and have the same no-show
probabilities. For example, in the queue model of Green and Savin (2008), the impact of a constant
no-show rate on the daily patient panel size was investigated. Similarly, in the simulation study of
LaGanga and Lawrence (2007b), a fixed fraction of patients is treated as no-shows. In some of the
studies, the no-show rates differentiated between patients. For example, Qu et al. (2007) considered
both pre-scheduled appointment and open-access appointment. In their study, the no-show rates
for the two kinds of appointment were different and both of them are constant. Muthuraman and
Lawley (2008), Chakraborty et al. (2010), Zeng et al. (2010) estimated the no-show probabilities
based on the patients’ attributes. Specifically speaking, all the patients are divided into several
groups or types based on some attribute analysis. And the patients of the same group/type are
assumed to have the same no-show probability which is estimated from historical no-show data.
Kim and Giachetti (2006) considered the no-show probability based on the current status of the
system. Specifically, the probability of a patient show up for his/her appointment depends on the
number of accepted appointments when the call made. In our problem, the no-show rates are
modeled as a function of the appointment delay, and this method for modeling the no-show rates
is also used in Liu et al. (2010).
Walk-ins
Besides no-shows and cancellation, the unexpected walk-ins (either emergencies or regular
patients), which fill in some of the empty slots caused by no-shows, make the situation more
complicated. To handle the walk-in demands, extra capacities might be set-aside. The ‘extra
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capacity’ can be achieved via two ways (Cayirli and Veral, 2003). One method is during the
appointment scheduling stage, instead of booking all the available capacity, several time slots do
not accept appointments. The other method is to let the staff work overtime to provide health care
service for the walk-in emergencies. Previous studies on the impact of walk-ins on the appointment
scheduling can be found in Kim and Giachetti (2006) and Cayirli et al. (2009).
3.3 Problem Definition
The decision of this problem is the assignments of the appointment requests to the equal-length
time slots in a session of a physician. The performance measure of the scheduling decision/policy
is the net reward, i.e., the revenue serving patients minus the patient indirect and direct waiting
time as well as physician’s overtime. Note that the costs of the idleness of the physicians are not
considered in this study since we believe those costs are included in the salaries of the physicians.
All the cost functions are linear in this study.
The scheduling horizon of the clinic is H days, i.e., the maximum indirect waiting time is H
days. The patients could call on day t−1, · · · , t−H to make an appointment for day t. We assumed
that the calls are answered in the first-come-first-served matter. When a patient calls for making
an appointment, he/she is either accepted and scheduled to a particular slot or rejected. If the
appointment on day t is rejected, the patient or the schedule manager will submit the appointment
request for another day within the planning horizon. If no appropriate day is found to schedule
this appointment to, then the patient will be asked to call in tomorrow or several days later. For
a patient who has already been scheduled, he/she may call for canceling the appointment. The
call-in period is partitioned into N time intervals, and each interval is sufficiently small such that
the schedule manager can handle no more than one call during any given interval. Note that the
call may be either to make an appointment or to cancel an existing appointment.
Besides cancellation, another unexpected behavior of the patients is not showing up. The
appointment cancellation and no-show rate is a function of the indirect waiting (the time between
the day they call for the appointment and the day they are actually served by the physician).
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If the patients show up, they are assumed to be punctual, i.e., arriving at the beginning of the
slot they are scheduled to. Further, it is assumed that the physician must see all scheduled patients
before they leave, so sometimes they may need to work overtime. The preferences of the patients
on slots are not considered in this study. Beside the scheduled patients, we also consider walk-ins,
which are unscheduled arrivals of patients and often require urgent care. Patients’ appointment
request and walk-ins are assumed independent of each other. Empirical studies showed that the
service time follows unimodal and right-skewed distribution, and are usually modeled as Erlang
or Exponential distribution (Cayirli and Veral, 2003). In this work, the service duration of each
patient is independent from each other and assumed to follow an exponential distribution.
We build an MDP model to solve this problem and proposed a backward induction method to
solve this MDP model to optimality. Figure 3.3 presents the definition of the appointment schedul-
ing problem, including the objectives, decisions, assumptions, models and solving techniques.
†Single physician †Finite planning horizon
†All scheduled patients will be served    †Independent appointment request
†Independent walk-ins †Patients have no preferences                 
†If show up, patients are punctual †Exponential distributed service time     
†Indirect waiting related no-show and cancellation probability 
Accept or reject If accept, which slotDecision
Assumptions
Model & 
Methods
Objective Maximize Expected 
†MDP Model
dynamic programming methods
Renevue Indirect waiting cost
Direct 
waiting cost
Overtime
cost
Figure 3.3: The definition of the elective surgery scheduling problem.
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3.4 Markov Decision Process Model
This section presents the MDP model. We first give a brief introduction to general MDP models.
After that, we develop the MDP model step by step for our appointment scheduling problem. And
finally, we discuss the properties of the value functions and the form of the optimal policies.
3.4.1 Introduction
As generalizations from two stages to many stages, the MDP model provides a mathematical
framework for modeling decision making process in situations where outcomes are not only
determined by the decision maker but also random in nature. More precisely, an MDP is a
stochastic control process. The basic assumption of the MDP is that the next state depends only
on the previous state and action and the history does not count. At each decision stage, the status
of the system is represented by a random variable s; the decision maker can choose any action a
from the action set A in state s; with the probability Pa(s,s′) the action a in state s leads the system
to state s′ and gives the decision maker a corresponding reward Ra(s,s′). Usually, an MDP can
be represented by a 4-tuple (S,A,P,R), where S is a set of states, A is a set of actions, P is the
set of transition probabilities, and R is the immediate reward. The goal of solving an MDP model
is to find a policy to maximize the future expected rewards. A policy specifies the action in each
decision stage that the decision makers should take.
To find the best policy, we first define the value function for a policy, which quantifies the
goodness of a policy. The value function is usually the expected total reward through the planning
horizon, which is equal to the expected one step reward for the first action plus the expected reward
for following the policy for the rest of the steps.
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3.4.2 Model Development
Before presenting the MDP model, we first define the following notations.
Notation of the Bellman’s equation
• N The total number of call-in time intervals, also the total number of the stage in the MDP
• n The index of the call-in time intervals, also the index of the stage in the MDP, n =
1,2, · · · ,N
• H The scheduling horizon
• h The indirect waiting time of a patient, i.e., the days between the patient is scheduled and
he/she is actually served by the physician, h = 1, · · · ,H.
• k The type of patients, which depends on the indirect waiting time; type k patient has indirect
waiting of hk ∼ hk+1−1 days, where h1 = 1and hK+1−1 = H
• J The total number of slots in one day
• j The index of the slot, j = 1,2, · · · ,J
• Y The state of the schedule, which is a J×K matrix; the element Yjk denoting the number of
type k patients scheduled to slot j
• e jk A matrix of size J×K with one at the j,kth position and zeros elsewhere
• Y +e jk The state of the schedule Y is changed by adding the appointment of a type k patient
to slot j
• Y −e jk The state of the schedule Y is changed by deleting the appointment of a type k patient
from slot j
• β n The probability that no calls at state n
• γnk The probability that an appointment request is received at stage n from a type k patient
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• δ njk(Yjk) The probability that a cancellation request is received at stage n from a type k patient
who has been scheduled to slot j; it is a function of Y jk. Note that if Yjk = 0, then δ njk(Y jk) = 0
• Vn(Y ) The value function of state of the schedule at stage n
• r The revenue earned by serving one patient
• ck The indirect waiting cost of type k patient, ck < r
Notation for the value function of the final schedule
• αk The probability that a type k patient shows up for his/her appointment
• pi jk Discrete random variables, denoting the number of type k patients showing up at the
beginning of slot j, pi jk ≤ Yjk
• X j Discrete random variables, denoting the number of scheduled patients arriving at the
beginning of slot j, X j = ∑Kk=1pi jk
• Z j Discrete random variables, denoting the number of walk-ins in each slot
• U j Discrete random variables, denoting the number of patients arrived in slot j, including
pre-scheduled patients and walk-ins, U j = X j +Z j
• µ The mean service rate of the physician
• V Discrete random variables, denoting the number of patients served in each slot given an
infinite number of patients, random variable following Poisson distribution with mean equal
to µ
• Wj Discrete random variables, denoting the number of patients waiting for completion of
service at the end of slot j
• O Continuous random variables, denoting the overtime of the physician
• c′ The waiting cost per slot per patient
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• c′′ The overtime cost per slot per physician
According to the discretization of the time intervals, i.e., each interval is sufficiently small such
that the scheduler will not receive more than one calls during any given interval, each time interval
is a stage in the MDP. There are total N stages in this model, and stage 1 is considered as the
opening of the physician’s schedule for reservation and stage N is the beginning of the schedule
execution. In each stage n < N, we assume exactly one of the following events will happen: (1) an
arrival of appointment request from a type k patient, k = 1, · · · ,K, (2) a cancellation request from
a patient who has been scheduled, and (3) no calls. This assumption is satisfied naturally when the
appointment requests and cancellations arrive according to a Poisson process (Subramanian et al.,
1999). Under the assumptions above, the equation ∑Kk=1 γnk +∑
K
k=1∑
J
j=1 δ njk(Y jk)+β
n = 1 holds in
every stage.
It is assumed that the decision is made upon receiving the call and the state changes within
each stage. When a type k patient calls for making appointments, the possible actions are either
scheduling the patient to a slot j (∀ j = 1, · · · ,J), i.e., Y ← Y + e jk, or rejecting the request
(transferring the patient request to another day), i.e., Y stays the same; when a cancellation request
from a type k patient who has already scheduled to slot j arrives at a stage, the only possible action
is to delete the patient from the schedule, i.e., Y ← Y − e jk; when no calls, the schedule state Y
remains the same. Note that for cancellations and no calls, no decision needs to make since there
is only one action that can be taken in both cases. The state transition diagram at stage n is shown
in Figure 3.4.
Whenever an appointment request from type k patient is accepted, the net reward earned by
the clinic is the revenue seeing one patient minus the indirect waiting cost of this patient, i.e.,
r− ck; Similarly, whenever a cancellation occurs, the clinic loses the net reward of accepting this
patient, i.e, −r+ ck. In this study, we treat all patients equally and don’t differentiate the revenues
generated by each of them. This assumption could be relaxed in future research work.
Many dynamic programming methods are used to solve the MDP model, which breaks the
decision problem into smaller sub-problems. The optimal policy can be constituted based on
the Bellman’s Principle of Optimality: whatever the initial state is, remaining decisions must be
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No calls
Remove from schedule
Assign to slot 1
Reject
Assign to slot J
…
… …
Assign to slot 1
Reject
Assign to slot J
… …
Remove from schedule
…
…
…
…
…
…
Stage n
Stage n+1
Figure 3.4: State transition diagram at stage n.
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optimal with regard the state following from the first decision. According to the Bellman Equation,
which is derived from the Principle of Optimality, all the values of possible consequent states at
stage n+1 are used to provide an expected value for the current state Y at stage n (n < N):
Vn(Y ) =
K
∑
k=1
γnk
(
max
{
Vn+1(Y ), max
j=1,...,J
{r− ck +Vn+1(Y + e jk)}
})
+
K
∑
k=1
J
∑
j=1
δ njk(Yjk)
(−r+ ck +Vn+1(Y − e jk))+β nVn+1(Y ) (3.1)
where the first part of the equation is the expected value when an appointment request arrives at
stage n, the second part is the expected value when a cancellation occurs, and the third part is
corresponding to the situation of no calls. At stage N, the schedule is finalized, and value function
of VN(Y ) is evaluated as the expected net reward of the final schedule Y , which equals the revenue
gained by the walk-ins minus the loss of revenue due to no-shows, the cost of the patient direct
waiting time as well as the physician’s overtime. Before presenting the formulation of VN(Y ), we
first explore the probability distribution as well as the expect value of 1) number of patients arriving
in each slot, 2) number of patients waiting at the beginning of each slot, and 3) the overtime of the
physician.
Not all of the schedule patients will show up at their scheduled time. We assume all the patients
are independent of each other, and each of them has a no-show probability depending on their
indirect waiting time. Let pi jk denote the number of type k patients showing up at the beginning
of slot j, where pi jk ≤ Yjk for j = 1,2, · · · ,J and k = 1,2, · · · ,K. Since the patient arrivals are
independent of each other, pi jk follows binomial distribution B(Yjk,αk), i.e.,
Pr{pi jk = m}= b(Yjk,m,αk) =
(
Yjk
m
)
αmk (1−αk)Y jk−m (3.2)
The number of scheduled patients showing up at the beginning of time slot j is the sum of all types
of patients who have shown up, i.e., X j = ∑Kk=1pi jk. For x = 0,1,2, · · · ,∑Kk=1Yjk, the probability
distribution of X j is:
PX j(x) = Pr{X j = x}
= Pr{∑Kk=1pi jk = x}
= ∑
m jk≤Y jk,∑Kk=1 m jk=x
K
Π
k=1
Pr{pi jk = m jk}
(3.3)
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The patients arrived in slot j (∀ j = 1, · · · ,J) consists the pre-scheduled ones and walk-ins, i.e.,
U j = X j +Z j. For u = 0,1,2, · · · , the probability distribution of U j is:
PU j(u) = Pr{U j = u}
= Pr{X j +Z j = u}
=
u
∑
x=0
Pr{X j = x}Pr{Z j = u− x}
=
u
∑
x=0
PX j(x)PZ j(u− x)
(3.4)
The service time of each patient follows an exponential distribution with the mean equal to 1/µ .
The number of patients waiting for completion of service at the end of slot j (∀ j = 1, · · · ,J), Wj, is
related to the number of patients overflowed from slot j−1, Wj−1, the number of patients arrived
at slot j, U j, and the number of patients served in slot j, V . If V <Wj−1+U j, Wj =Wj−1+U j−V ,
otherwise 0. Therefore, for w = 1,2, · · · , the probability distribution of Wj is:
PW j(w) = Pr{Wj = w}
= Pr{Wj−1+U j−V = w}
= Pr{V =Wj−1+U j−w}
=
∞
∑
v=w
Pr{V = v−w}Pr{Wj−1+U j = v}
=
∞
∑
v=w
PV (v−w)
v
∑
u=0
PW j−1(v−u)PU j(u)
(3.5)
Note that we assume that there is no patient waiting at the beginning of the day, i.e., pW0(0) = 1.
The probability of Wj equal to 0 is:
PW j(0) = Pr{Wj = 0}
= Pr{Wj−1+U j−V ≤ 0}
= Pr{V ≥Wj−1+U j}
=
∞
∑
v=0
Pr{V ≥ v}Pr{Wj−1+U j = v}
=
∞
∑
v=0
(1−
v−1
∑
i=0
PV (i))
v
∑
u=0
PW j−1(v−u)PU j(u)
(3.6)
The expected number of patients waiting at the end of the time slot j can be calculated as:
E(Wj) =
∞
∑
w=1
wPW j(w) (3.7)
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The physician’s overtime is the time needed to serve the patients who are still waiting at the
end of the last time slot J, i.e., WJ . Since the service time of one patient follows an exponential
distribution with mean equal to 1/µ , so the service time of w patients follows an Erlang distribution
with shape parameter equal to w and scale parameter equal to 1/µ . So for t > 0, the probability of
the physician overtime smaller than or equal to t is:
FO(t) =
∞
∑
w=1
PWJ(w)Erlang(t,w,µ) =
∞
∑
w=1
PWJ(w)(1−
w−1
∑
i=0
e−(tµ)(tµ)i
(i)!
). (3.8)
By taking the first derivative of the Cumulative Density FunctionFO(t), we got the Probability
Density Function of O as:
fO(t) = dFO(t) =
∞
∑
w=1
PWJ(w)
µwtw−1e−tµ
(w−1)! (3.9)
The expected overtime of the physician E(O) can be calculated by definition as:
E(O) =
∫ ∞
t=0
t fO(t)
=
∫ ∞
t=0
t
∞
∑
w=1
PWJ(w)
µwtw−1e−tµ
(w−1)!
=
∞
∑
w=1
PWJ(w)
w
µ
= E(WJ)µ
(3.10)
Based on the above analysis, the expected net reward of schedule Y at the final stage N can be
written as:
VN(Y ) = E
[
r
J
∑
j=1
Z j−
J
∑
j=1
K
∑
k=1
(r− ck)(Yjk−pi jk)− c′
J
∑
j=1
Wj− c′′O
]
= r
J
∑
j=1
E(Z j)−
J
∑
j=1
K
∑
k=1
(r− ck)Y jk(1−αk)−E
[
c′
J
∑
j=1
Wj + c′′O
]
= r
J
∑
j=1
E(Z j)−
J
∑
j=1
K
∑
k=1
(r− ck)Y jk(1−αk)− c′
J
∑
j=1
E(Wj)− c
′′E(WJ)
µ
(3.11)
As shown in Eq. (3.11), the net reward consists four parts: the revenue of walk-ins, the revenue
loss caused by no-shows, the direct waiting cost of patients, and the overtime cost of the physician.
Similar as Subramanian et al. (1999), we define Hn(Y )∗ be the total expected loss of revenue
over periods n to N caused by cancellations and no-shows, and Hn(Y ) is given by the following
∗Hn(Y ) can be interpreted as “the negative of the value function of the policy that rejects all arrivals”(Subramanian
et al., 1999)
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recursive equations:
Hn(Y ) =
K
∑
k=1
γnkH
n+1(Y )+
K
∑
k=1
J
∑
j=1
δ njk(Yjk)
(
r− ck +Hn+1(Y − e jk)
)
+β nHn+1(Y ) (3.12)
HN(Y ) =
J
∑
j=1
K
∑
k=1
(r− ck)Yjk(1−αk) (3.13)
Further, we define Un(Y )† = Vn(Y )+Hn(Y ), then based on Eq. (3.1) and Eq. (3.11- 3.13), the
following recursive equations are established:
Un(Y ) = ∑Kk=1 γnk
(
max
{
Un+1(Y ), max
j=1,...,J
{r− ck−Gnjk +Un+1(Y + e jk)}
})
+ ∑Kk=1∑
J
j=1 δ njk(Yjk)U
n+1(Y − e jk)+β nUn+1(Y )
(3.14)
UN(Y ) = r
J
∑
j=1
E(Z j)− c′
J
∑
j=1
E(Wj)− c
′′E(WJ)
µ
(3.15)
where Gnjk =H
n+1(Y + e jk)−Hn+1(Y ). The Eq. (3.14 - 3.15) generate the same optimal booking
policy as the original value function (3.1) and (3.11), and thus they are equivalent in this sense.
In our problem, we assume that δ njk is a function of Yjk and independent of reservations of other
slot by other types of patients. Under this assumption, the cancellations and no-shows of different
type of patients in different slots are independent of each other. Therefore, Hn(Y ) can be written
as ∑Jj=1∑
K
k=1Hnjk(Yjk) and the following recursive equations about H
n
jk(Yjk) are established:
Hnjk(Yjk) =
(
1−δ njk(Yjk)
)
Hn+1jk (Yjk)+δ
n
jk(Yjk)
(
r− ck +Hn+1jk (Y − e jk)
)
(3.16)
HNjk(Yjk) = (r− ck)Yjk(1−αk) (3.17)
Furthermore, from the above two equations, it follows that:
Gnjk = H
n+1(Y + e jk)−Hn+1(Y ) =Hn+1jk (Yjk +1)−Hn+1jk (Yjk)
= (δ n+1jk (Yjk +1)−δ n+1jk (Yjk))(r− ck)+(1−δ n+1jk (Yjk +1))Gn+1jk (Yjk +1)
+ δ n+1jk (Yjk)G
n+1
jk (Y jk)
(3.18)
GN−1jk =H
N(Y + e jk)−HN(Y ) = (r− ck)(1−αk) (3.19)
If the cancellation rate δ njk is proportional to Yjk and independent of slot, i.e., δ
n
jk(Yjk) = δ
n
k Yjk, then
Gnjk = G
n
k , which only depends on the type of patients and the decision stage, and the following
†Un(Y ) can be interpreted as “the maximal expected controllable net benefit of operating the system over period n
to N” (Subramanian et al., 1999)
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recursive equations are satisfied:
Gnk = δ
n+1
k (r− ck)+(1−δ n+1k )Gn+1k (3.20)
GN−1k = (r− ck)(1−αk) (3.21)
3.4.3 Properties of Optimal Policy
In this section, we analyze the properties of the value function and the form of the optimal policy.
Proposition 3. UN(Y ) is a non-increasing concave function of Y
Proof. Since E(Z j) is a constant and independent of Y , UN(Y ) is a linear combination of E(Wj)
with negative coefficients. To prove that UN(Y ) is a non-increasing concave function of Y , it is
equivalent to prove E(Wj) is a non-decreasing convex function of Y .
Define Π as a J×K matrix to represent the number of scheduled patients who show up for
their scheduled appointment, pi j be the sum of the row j, representing the total number of patients
showing up at slot j, and pi jk be the ( j,k)th element of this matrix representing the number of type k
patients showing up at slot j. Now we will show that E(Wj|Π) is a non-decreasing convex function
of Π. According to Eq. (3.5), we can easily get the conditional probability of PW j|M(w) as:
PW j|Π(w) = Pr{Wj = w|Π}
= Pr{Wj−1+Z j +pi j−V = w}
= Pr{V =Wj−1+Z j +pi j−w}
=

∞
∑
v=w−pi j
PV (v+pi j−w)
v
∑
u=0
PW j−1(v−u)PZ j(u) ifw≥ pi j
∞
∑
v=0
PV (v+pi j−w)
v
∑
u=0
PW j−1(v−u)PZ j(u) ifw < pi j
(3.22)
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Then the conditional expectation E(Wj|Π) can be calculated as:
E(Wj|Π) =
∞
∑
w=1
wPW j|Π(w)
=
pi j−1
∑
w=1
(
w
∞
∑
v=0
PV (v+pi j−w)
v
∑
u=0
PW j−1(v−u)PZ j(u)
)
+
∞
∑
w=pi j
(
w
∞
∑
v=w−pi j
PV (v+pi j−w)
v
∑
u=0
PW j−1(v−u)PZ j(u)
)
=
pi j−1
∑
w=1
(
w
∞
∑
v=0
PV (v+pi j−w)
v
∑
u=0
PW j−1(v−u)PZ j(u)
)
+
∞
∑
w=0
(
(w+pi j)
∞
∑
v=w
PV (v−w)
v
∑
u=0
PW j−1(v−u)PZ j(u)
)
=
pi j−1
∑
w=1
(
w
∞
∑
v=0
PV (v+pi j−w)A
)
+
∞
∑
w=0
wB+
∞
∑
w=0
pi jB
(3.23)
whereA=∑vu=0 PW j−1(v−u)PZ j(u) and B=∑∞v=w PV (v−w)∑vu=0 PW j−1(v−u)PZ j(u). LetC(pi j) =
E(Wj|Π), since Eq. (3.23) indicates that E(Wj|Π) is a function of pi j. Next we will prove thatC(pi j)
is a non-decreasing convex function of pi j.
Case 1: pi j ≥ 2
C(pi j +1)−C(pi j)
=
pi j
∑
w=1
w
∞
∑
v=0
PV (v+pi j +1−w)A−
pi j−1
∑
w=1
w
∞
∑
v=0
PV (v+pi j−w)A+
∞
∑
w=0
B
=
pi j−1
∑
w=0
(w+1)
∞
∑
v=0
PV (v+pi j−w)A−
pi j−1
∑
w=1
w
∞
∑
v=0
PV (v+pi j−w)A+
∞
∑
w=0
B
=
pi j−1
∑
w=0
∞
∑
v=0
PV (v+pi j−w)A+
∞
∑
w=0
B≥ 0
C(pi j +2)−C(pi j +1) =
pi j
∑
w=0
∞
∑
v=0
PV (v+pi j +1−w)A+
∞
∑
w=0
B
=
pi j−1
∑
w=−1
∞
∑
v=0
PV (v+pi j−w)A+
∞
∑
w=0
B≥ 0
C(pi j +2)−2C(pi j +1)+C(pi j) =
∞
∑
v=0
PV (v+pi j +1)A+
∞
∑
w=0
B≥ 0
Case 2: pi j = 1
C(pi j +1)−C(pi j) =
∞
∑
v=0
PV (v+1)A+
∞
∑
w=0
B≥ 0
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C(pi j +2)−C(pi j +1) =
∞
∑
v=0
PV (v+2)A+
∞
∑
v=0
PV (v+1)A+
∞
∑
w=0
B≥ 0
C(pi j +2)−2C(pi j +1)+C(pi j) =
∞
∑
v=0
PV (v+2)A≥ 0
Case 3: pi j = 0
C(pi j +1)−C(pi j) =
∞
∑
w=0
B≥ 0
C(pi j +2)−C(pi j +1) =
∞
∑
v=0
PV (v+1)A+
∞
∑
w=0
B≥ 0
C(pi j +2)−2C(pi j +1)+C(pi j) =
∞
∑
v=0
PV (v+1)A≥ 0
To sum up the above three cases, C(pi j +1)−C(pi j)≥ 0 and C(pi j +2)−2C(pi j +1)+C(pi j)≥ 0
for all pi j. Therefore, we have proved that C(pi j) is a non-decreasing convex function of pi j. Since
pi j = ∑Kk=1pi jk, we have
C
(
λ (pi j1, · · · ,pi jK)+(1−λ )(pi ′j1, · · · ,pi ′jK)
)
= C
(
λpi j +(1−λ )pi ′j
)
≤ λC(pi j)+(1−λ )C(pi ′j)
= λC(pi j1, · · · ,pi jK)+(1−λ )C(pi j1, · · · ,pi jK)
Therefore, function C, i.e., E(Wj|Π), is a convex function of pi jk.
Since pi jk is a random variable from binomial distribution B(Yjk,αk), according to the Lemma
1 in Subramanian et al. (1999) ‡, E(Wj) = E[E(Wj|Π)] is a non-decreasing convex function of Y .
And thus we have proved that UN(Y ) = r
J
∑
j=1
E(Z j)− c′
J
∑
j=1
E(Wj)− c
′′E(WJ)
µ
is a non-increasing
concave function of Y .
Proposition 4. Dn(Y ) = max
{
Un+1(Y ), max
j=1,...,J
{rnk +Un+1(Y + e jk)}
}
is a non-increasing con-
cave function if Un+1(Y ) is a non-increasing concave function.
Proof. Dn(Y ) is a non-increasing concave function is equivalent to Dn(Y )−Dn(Y + e j′k)≥ 0 and
Dn(Y )−2Dn(Y + e j′k)+Dn(Y +2e j′k)≤ 0 for all j′k.
‡Let f (y) (y≥ 0) be a nondecreasing convex function. For each non-negative integer x, let Y (x) be a binomial-(x,γ)
random variable (0 < γ < 1) and let h(x) := E[ f (Y (x))]. Then h(x) is nondecreasing convex in x ∈ {0,1, · · ·}
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Since Un+1(Y ) is non-increasing, we have Un+1(Y ) ≥ Un+1(Y + e j′k), Un+1(Y + e jk) ≥
Un+1(Y + e j′k + e jk) for j = 1, · · · ,J. Therefore, max
{
Un+1(Y ), max
j=1,...,J
{rnk +Un+1(Y + e jk)}
}
≥
max
{
Un+1(Y + e j′k), max
j=1,...,J
{rnk +Un+1(Y + e j′k + e jk)}
}
, i.e., Dn(Y ) ≥ Dn(Y + e j′k). And thus
we have proved that Dn(Y ) is a non-increasing function. Next, we will prove that Dn(Y ) is a
concave function.
Case 1: Dn(Y ) = Un+1(Y )
Since Un+1(Y ) is a non-increasing concave function, we have Un+1(Y + e j′k)−Un+1(Y ) ≥
Un+1(Y + e j′k + e jk)−Un+1(Y + e jk) for j = 1, . . . ,J. In addition, from Dn(Y ) = Un+1(Y ),
we can conclude that Un+1(Y ) ≥ rnk +Un+1(Y + e jk) for j = 1, . . . ,J. Add the above two
equations together, we get Un+1(Y + e j′k) ≥ Un+1(Y + e j′k + e jk), i.e., Dn(Y + e j′k) =
Un+1(Y + e j′k). Similarly, we have Dn(Y + 2e j′k) = Un+1(Y + 2e j′k). Therefore, the
following relationship is satisfied:
Dn(Y )−2Dn(Y + e j′k)+Dn(Y +2e j′k)
= Un+1(Y )−2Un+1(Y + e j′k)+Un+1(Y +2e j′k)≤ 0
Case 2: Dn(Y ) = rnk +Un+1(Y + e j1k), Dn(Y + e j′k) = Un+1(Y + e j′k)
Based on the analysis in Case 1, equation Dn(Y + 2e j′k) = Un+1(Y + 2e j′k) is satisfied. In
addition, according to the definition ofDn(Y +e j′k), we haveUn+1(Y +e j′k)≥ rnk+Un+1(Y +
e j′k + e j1k). Therefore, the following relationship is satisfied:
Dn(Y )−2Dn(Y + e j′k)+Dn(Y +2e j′k)
= rnk +U
n+1(Y + e j1k)−2Un+1(Y + e j′k)+Un+1(Y +2e j′k)
≤ rnk +Un+1(Y + e j1k)−Un+1(Y + e j′k)− rnk −Un+1(Y + e j′k + e j1k)+Un+1(Y +2e j′k)
= Un+1(Y + e j1k)−Un+1(Y + e j′k)−Un+1(Y + e j′k + e j1k)+Un+1(Y +2e j′k)
≤ 0
Case 3: Dn(Y ) = rnk +Un+1(Y + e j1k), Dn(Y + e j′k) = rnk +Un+1(Y + e j′k + e j2k), Dn(Y +2e j′k) = Un+1(Y +2e j′k)
According to the definition of Dn(Y +e j′k), we have Un+1(Y +e j′k+e j2k)≥Un+1(Y +e j′k+
e j1k) and r
n
k +U
n+1(Y + e j′k + e j2k)≥ Un+1(Y + e j′k). Therefore, the following relationship
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is satisfied:
Dn(Y )−2Dn(Y + e j′k)+Dn(Y +2e j′k)
= rnk +U
n+1(Y + e j1k)−2(rnk +Un+1(Y + e j′k + e j2k))+Un+1(Y +2e j′k)
= Un+1(Y + e j1k)−Un+1(Y + e j′k + e j2k)− (rnk +Un+1(Y + e j′k + e j2k))+Un+1(Y +2e j′k)
≤ Un+1(Y + e j1k)−Un+1(Y + e j′k + e j1k)−Un+1(Y + e j′k)+Un+1(Y +2e j′k)
≤ 0
Case 4: Dn(Y ) = rnk +Un+1(Y + e j1k), Dn(Y + e j′k) = rnk +Un+1(Y + e j′k + e j2k), Dn(Y +2e j′k) = rnk +Un+1(Y +2e j′k + e j3k)
According to the definition of Dn(Y +e j′k), we have Un+1(Y +e j′k+e j2k)≥Un+1(Y +e j′k+
e j1k) and Un+1(Y +e j′k+e j2k)≥Un+1(Y +e j′k+e j3k). In addition, based on the conclusion
of Case 2, we have Un+1(Y + e j1k)−Un+1(Y + e j′k + e j1k) ≤ Un+1(Y + e j′k)−Un+1(Y +
2e j′k) Therefore, the following relationship is satisfied:
Dn(Y )−2Dn(Y + e j′k)+Dn(Y +2e j′k)
= Un+1(Y + e j1k)−Un+1(Y + e j′k + e j2k)−Un+1(Y + e j′k + e j2k)+Un+1(Y +2e j′k + e j3k)
≤ Un+1(Y + e j1k)−Un+1(Y + e j′k + e j1k)−Un+1(Y + e j′k + e j3k)+Un+1(Y +2e j′k + e j3k)
≤ Un+1(Y + e j′k)−Un+1(Y +2e j′k)−Un+1(Y + e j′k + e j3k)+Un+1(Y +2e j′k + e j3k)
= Un+1(Y ′)−Un+1(Y ′+ e j′k)−Un+1(Y ′+ e j3k)+Un+1(Y ′+ e j′k + e j3k)
≤ 0
where Y ′ = (Y + e j′k).
To sum up, we have proved that Dn(Y )−Dn(Y + e j′k) ≥ 0 and Dn(Y )− 2Dn(Y + e j′k)+Dn(Y +
2e j′k)≤ 0, i.e., Dn(Y ) is a non-increasing concave function.
Proposition 5. For 1≤ n≤ N, Un(Y ) is a non-increasing concave function of Y .
Proof. We will prove it by induction on n.
Step 1: Hold for N
UN(Y ) is a non-increasing concave function of Y based on Proposition 3.
Step 2: Hold for n if hold for n+1, for 1≤ n≤ N−1
Un(Y ) =
K
∑
k=1
γnkD
n(Y )+
K
∑
k=1
J
∑
j=1
δ njk(Yjk)U
n+1(Y − e jk)+β nUn+1, where Dn(Y ) is defined in
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Proposition 4 and proved to be a non-increasing concave function. As a linear combination
of a set of non-increasing function with positive coefficients, Un(Y ) is also a non-increasing
concave function.
It has been proved by (Lippman and Stidham Jr, 1977) that when the value function is non-
increasing and concave the optimal policy is monotonic in the state. In the context of our problem,
the optimal policy is a book limit policy.
3.5 Solution Methods
In this section, we first present the backward induction method for solving the MDP and obtaining
the optimal policy. And in the second part, we proposed an alternative heuristic policy.
3.5.1 Backward Induction Methods
The state of a stage Y , which is a J×K matrix. The element Yjk represents the number of type k
patients scheduled to slot j (∀ j = 1, · · · ,J). We define M as the largest number of type k patients
could be scheduled to one slot, which is reasonable since the optimal policy is a book-limit policy.
The state space, i.e., total number of possible schedules, is (M+1)JK , which grows rapidly along
with the increase of J and K and could be intractable when these values are too large.
For a small size problem, the state space is tractable and could be enumerated. All the possible
schedules could be the final schedule, and we could evaluate the value function of each possible
final schedule based on Equation (3.11). The backward induction method is used to solve the
Equation (3.1) from the final stage to the first and create the decision tables for each stage.
Specifically, based on the value function of stage n+ 1, Equation (3.1) is used to generate the
value function of stage n for n < N as well as the optimal action a∗ to take. As mentioned
previously, three events will possibly happen in each stage: call for making appointments, call
for cancellations, and no calls. When a type k patient calls for making an appointment, the optimal
action a∗(Y,n,k) can be found as follows: (1) if Max j∈{1,2,··· ,J}{r− ck−Gnjk +Un+1(Y + e jk)} ≥
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Un+1(Y ), then assign this patient to time slot j= argMax j∈{1,2,··· ,J}{r−ck−Gnjk+Un+1(Y +e jk)};
(2) otherwise, transfer this patient to another day, i.e., reject it. When a patient calls for cancellation
or there is no call for appointment, the optimal policy is relatively straightforward since there is
only one possible action for each of the two cases.
The optimal scheduling policy, i.e., the decision tables at each stage, is calculated in advance.
Therefore, whenever a patient calls for making an appointment, based on the current schedule and
patient type, the schedule manager retrieves these decision tables to find the optimal action: either
scheduling the patient to the time slot which results a new schedule with the greatest value function
or transferring the patient to another day.
3.5.2 Alternative Heuristic Policy
As we mentioned when deriving Eq. (3.20), the cancellation rate δ njk is proportional to Yjk and
independent of slot j, therefore, δ nk can be treated as the cancellation rate of a type k patient at
time period n. Following that, if the current stage is n0, the probability that a type k patient will
never cancel his/her appointment is calculated as ΠN−1n=n0(1− δ nk ). Given that the appointment is
not canceled, the probability of a type k patient show up is αk. When we say a patient actually
presents for his/her appointment, we mean the patient never calls for cancellation and shows up on
time. Depending the stage we are currently at, the probability a type k patient actually presents for
the appointment is predicted differently. For example, if we are at the stage n0, this probability is
calculated as αkΠN−1n=n0(1−δ nk ).
Based on the above analysis, give a schedule Y at stage n0, we can estimate the expected number
of patients who will show up in each slot. Taking slot j as an example, the expected number would
be ∑Kk=1Yjk(αkΠN−1n=n0(1−δ nk ))+E(Z j), denoted by Y j. The proposed heuristic policy is described
as follows: when a type k patient calls for making an appointment, the slot which satisfies the
condition of Yjk ≤M is added to the candidate set C; the action would be: (1) if set C is not empty,
then assign this patient to slot j = argMin j∈C{Y j}; (2) if C is empty, then reject this appointment.
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3.6 Numerical Examples
In this section, we first test the backward induction method on a randomly generated instance,
report the optimal action taken in each decision period, and show the evolution of the value
function. And next, we compare the performance of the heuristic policy with the optimal policy.
3.6.1 Optimal Policy by Backward Induction
As we analyzed before, the state space grows exponentially along with the increase of the total
patient type K and total slots J, which makes the backward induction method only applicable for
relatively small instances. In this section, we have used the backward induction method to solve
an instance with total 4 time slots and 2 type of patients. We set M=2 in this instance, and the total
number of possible schedule is 38 = 6,561.
The reward of serving one patient R is set to be greater than the unit direct waiting cost, but
less than the unit overtime cost. We set the revenue seeing one patient r = 100, the indirect waiting
cost of type 1 patient c1 = 10, the indirect waiting cost of type 2 patient c2 = 10, the direct waiting
cost per slot per patient c′ = 30, and the overtime cost per slot per physician c′′ = 240.
The patients with shorter appointment delay have higher show-up probability. We set the show-
up probabilities α for type 1 and type 2 patients as 0.8 and 0.5, respectively. During each time slot,
at most one walk-in could happen. We set the probabilities of exactly one walk-in in the four time
slots are set as 0.2,0.6,0.5,0.3, respectively. The service time follows the exponential distribution,
and the mean service rate per slot µ = 2.
In this instance, there are total 15 call-in periods, i.e., 15 decision stages. At each decision
stage, one of the three types of events will happen, including making appointments, canceling
appointments, no calls. The value of the parameters γnk and δ
n
k are shown in Table 3.1. Note that
the probability of a type k patient cancel his/her appointment of slot j not only depends on δ nk but
also on the state of the system, and is calculated as δ nk Y jk. The probability of no calls at stage n is
calculated as 1− γnk −∑Jj=1 δ nk Yjk.
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Table 3.1: State-dependent event probability
Parameter
Period n
1-5 6-9 10-12 13-14 15
γn1 0 0.4 0.6 0.7 0.8
γn2 0.4 0 0 0 0
δ n1 0 0.06 0.04 0.03 0.02
δ n2 0.1 0.07 0.05 0.04 0.03
Based on the above information, the decision table for each decision stage and system state is
calculated in advance. For this instance, it takes about 421 seconds to run, and the calculation of
the final UN takes about 415 seconds.
According to the definition ofVn(Y ), it consists of four parts, revenue of walk-ins, revenue loss
of no-shows, directing waiting cost, and overtime cost. To get the total net reward of a schedule
Y at time period n, we need to include the revenue of seeing scheduled patients as well as indirect
waiting costs on top of Vn(Y ). Therefore, we define one more function Wn(Y ) to represent the net
reward of Y at stage n, and it calculated as Wn(Y ) = Vn(Y )+∑ jj=1∑
K
k=1(r− ck)Y jk.
Next a series of random events for each stage are generated, and the optimal action for each
appointment request is found by retrieving the pre-calculated decision table. Table 3.2 compares
the optimal policy and the heuristic policy on this random instance from 2 different aspects The
first two columns list the index of the stage and the events happen in each stage. For example,
“App (type k)” means a type k patient calls for making an appointment, “Cancel (stage n)” means
the patient who has called in stage n asks to cancel his/her appointment, and “No calls” means no
patients has been called during this period. The next 2 columns show the details of the optimal
policy. If it is an appointment request, the optimal action, Ao, is assigning this patient to a slot,
denoted by “+ Slot j”; if it is a cancellation request, the action would be removing this patient from
the schedule, denoted by “- Slot j”. The updated schedule, Yo, after taking the optimal action is
reported in the next column. The schedule of each slot are separated by semi-colons, and for each
slot, the kth element shows the number of type k patients scheduled to that slot. And similarly,
the last 2 columns present action and resulting scheduling of the heuristic policy, denoted by the
subscript h.
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Table 3.2: Comparison of optimal policy and the heuristic policy on a random instance
Optimal Policy Heuristic Policy
Stage n Event Ao Schedule Yo Ah Schedule Yh
1 App (type 2) + Slot 4 [0 0; 0 0; 0 0; 0 1] + Slot 1 [0 1; 0 0; 0 0; 0 0]
2 App (type 2) + Slot 4 [0 0; 0 0; 0 0; 0 2] + Slot 4 [0 1; 0 0; 0 0; 0 1]
3 App (type 2) + Slot 3 [0 0; 0 0; 0 1; 0 2] + Slot 1 [0 2; 0 0; 0 0; 0 1]
4 App (type 2) + Slot 3 [0 0; 0 0; 0 2; 0 2] + Slot 3 [0 2; 0 0; 0 1; 0 1]
5 App (type 2) + Slot 2 [0 0; 0 1; 0 2; 0 2] + Slot 4 [0 2; 0 0; 0 1; 0 2]
6 App (type 1) + Slot 1 [1 0; 0 1; 0 2; 0 2] + Slot 2 [0 2; 1 0; 0 1; 0 2]
7 App (type 1) + Slot 1 [2 0; 0 1; 0 2; 0 2] + Slot 3 [0 2; 1 0; 1 1; 0 2]
8 Cancel (stage 7) - Slot 1 [1 0; 0 1; 0 2; 0 2] - Slot 3 [0 2; 1 0; 0 1; 0 2]
9 App (type 1) + Slot 1 [2 0; 0 1; 0 2; 0 2] + Slot 3 [0 2; 1 0; 1 1; 0 2]
10 App (type 1) + Slot 4 [2 0; 0 1; 0 2; 1 2] + Slot 1 [1 2; 1 0; 1 1; 0 2]
11 Cancel (stage 6) - Slot 1 [1 0; 0 1; 0 2; 1 2] - Slot 2 [1 2; 0 0; 1 1; 0 2]
12 Cancel (stage 4) - Slot 3 [1 0; 0 1; 0 1; 1 2] - Slot 3 [1 2; 0 0; 1 0; 0 2]
13 No calls N/A [1 0; 0 1; 0 1; 1 2] N/A [1 2; 0 0; 1 0; 0 2]
14 App (type 1) + Slot 1 [2 0; 0 1; 0 1; 1 2] + Slot 2 [1 2; 1 0; 1 0; 0 2]
15 App (type 1) + Slot 3 [2 0; 0 1; 1 1; 1 2] + Slot 3 [1 2; 1 0; 2 0; 0 2]
In this instance, total 11 appointments and 3 of them get canceled. At the end of the decision
stage, there are total 5 type 1 patients and 4 type 2 patients, which are around half of the booking
capacity of each type patient M ∗ J = 8. Therefore, in this instance, no appointment has been
rejected. In general, the optimal policy tends to assign type 2 patients to later of the day, starting
to fill slot 4 up to the capacity and then slot 3 and so on; while the heuristic policy is different
from the optimal one, and doesn’t have a significant pattern. The decisions highly depend on the
parameter setting, and parameter changes may lead to a significantly different action sequence.
This experiment is to show how the optimal policy and heuristic policy work.
Figure 3.5 plots the value of W n+1(Yo) ( net reward o Y at stage n, shown as a blue dash line)
and W N(Yo) (the net reward if Y is the final schedule, shown as a black solid line) and labels each
decision stage by the event. For example, ‘T2A” is short for “App (type 2)”, “S6C” is short for
“Cancel (stage 6)”, and so on.
In general, the net reward increases whenever accepting an appointment. In addition, the gap
between these two values has a decreasing trend along with the increase of the decision stage, and
they converge to the same value at the last stage. The marginal reward of accepting the first type 1
patient is the largest. In addition, the value of W N(Yh) is also plotted in Figure 3.5, shown as a red
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Figure 3.5: The evolution of the net rewards
dotted line. Comparing with the optimal policy, the net reward of the heuristic policy is slightly
higher or the same at the first 9 stages. From stage 10 to the end, the optimal policy shows a slight
advantages. The net reward of the final schedule of the optimal policy is 443.7, being 15 units
(3.5%) higher than the heuristic policy.
To have a rough idea how the computational time would change when the size of the problem
increases, we have tested two more instances with 5 and 6 time slots while keeping the other
parameters same. For the instance with 5 time slots, the state space is 310 = 59,046. It takes
6,191 seconds to evaluate the final UN , and 3.6 seconds to calculate the value function of each of
the other stages. For the instances with 6 time slots, the stage space is 312 = 531,441. It takes
83,866 seconds, about 23.3 hours, to evaluate the final UN , and 33.7 seconds to calculate the value
function of each of the other stages. It will take a couple of days to obtain the decision table for
larger size instances
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3.6.2 Policy comparison
We introduce another heuristic policy as a benchmark of the performance of the optimal policy and
the proposed heuristic policy. The round robin policy is similar to the proposed heuristic policy,
except that it uses the scheduled number of patients∑Kk=1Yjk instead of calculating Y j, and it is easy
to implement and leads to a schedule that is evenly spread out if all patients show up (Muthuraman
and Lawley, 2008). The three policies are compared on 8 different instances. All the instances
have 2 types of patients and the maximum capacity of each slot for each type of patient is 2. The
instance size ranges from 4 time slots and 15 decision stages to 5 time slots and 60 stages. For each
size of the instance, we run 10000 replications, and each replication has different event sequence.
Three pairs of policies are compared, including optimal versus heuristic, optimal versus round
robin, heuristic versus round robin. The decision table retrieving as well as the other two
scheduling policy requires trivial calculation, therefore the details of the computational time are
not discussed here. Instead, we focus on the net reward earned by the three policies. Specifically,
for each policy pair, the absolute differences and percent differences of the final schedule net
reward are calculated. Figure 3.6 and 3.7 present these differences for all 10000 replications of
instance with 4 slot and 15 stages. Note that the final schedule of each policy is distinguished by
their subscripts, i.e., o stands for optimal policy, h stands for heuristic policy, and r is round robin
policy.
In general, the optimal policy is better than the heuristic policy, and the round robin policy
performs the worst: Referring the solid black line, the heuristic policy performs better than the
optimal policy for about 100 instances; the optimal policy yields higher net reward for 5500
instances; and for the rest of the instances the two policies have equivalent performance. Referring
to the blue dash line, the advantage of the optimal policy over the round robin policy is more
significant, and it yields higher net reward for about 8000 instances. Referring to the red dot line,
the round robin policy is better than the heuristic policy on about 1500 instances, while heuristic
policy has a higher reward on 4500 instances.
Table 3.3 listed the average absolute (denoted by “abs”) and percent (denoted by “per”) net
reward differences of each pair of the policies. Take the first instance as an example, on average,
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Table 3.3: Net reward comparison between three scheduling policies
WN(Yo)−WN(Yh) WN(Yo)−WN(Yr) WN(Yh)−WN(Yr)
ins abs per abs per abs per
4 slots, 15 stages 6.83 1.55% 11.47 2.62% 4.64 1.07%
4 slots, 30 stages 9.37 2.14% 13.57 3.11% 4.19 1.00%
4 slots, 45 stages 6.26 1.42% 8.49 1.93% 2.23 0.53%
4 slots, 60 stages 3.64 1.21% 4.85 0.82% 1.21 0.29%
5 slots, 15 stages 2.66 0.56% 9.15 1.94% 6.49 1.38%
5 slots, 30 stages 10.78 1.89% 26.07 4.75% 15.29 2.83%
5 slots, 45 stages 7.35 1.29% 16.99 3.05% 9.64 1.77%
5 slots, 60 stages 4.02 0.71% 9.2 1.63% 5.17 0.95%
the optimal policy is 6.83 (1.55%) and 11.47 (2.62%) higher than the heuristic policy and the round
robin policy, respectively; and heuristic policy is 4.64 (1.07%) higher than the round robin policy.
Under the current problem setting, the differences between the optimal policy and the heuristic
policy is smaller for instances with 5 slots, and the advantages of the proposed heuristic policy
over the round robin policy is more significant.
To sum up, the proposed heuristic policy is slightly worse than the optimal policy and better
than the round robin policy. Considering the time of computing the decision table is quite long
for large instances, the proposed heuristic policy would be a good scheduling policy for real-size
problem.
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3.7 Summary
This chapter studies an online optimization problem of scheduling appointment for one physician
in an outpatient clinic. It is required the schedule manager makes decisions upon receiving the call
to maximize the expected net reward of the system, which is calculated as the revenue of seeing
patients minus the patient indirect and direct waiting cost as well as the physician’s overtime cost.
The decisions are either accepting the appointment and assigning the patient to a slot of a day
or rejecting it. A good scheduling decision not only considers the current state of the system,
but also takes the future demand arrival into account. Once the decisions have been made, the
schedule manager cannot change them only if the patients call for canceling the appointment. The
cancellations as well as no-shows are another two important factors need to be considered when
making the schedule decisions. Previous empirical research shows that the cancellation rate and
no-show rate are related to the length of the indirect waiting time. The uncertainties in demand
arrivals, cancellation, no-shows, and service times make this problem is very hard to solve.
To obtain the optimal policy, an MDP model is built to solve the problem. We further developed
an equivalent value function that generates the same optimal policy as the original one. Then this
equivalent value function is proved to be non-increasing concave function of the schedule for all
decision stages. Based on this analysis, we have proved that the optimal booking policy is a book
limit policy. The backward induction method is used to solve the MDP model and find the optimal
policy. In addition, we have proposed a heuristic policy, i.e., assigning a patient to a slot with the
lowest expected number of patients given not exceeding the booking capacity. The optimal policy,
heuristic policy, and a round robin policy are compared on randomly generated instances. Although
the decision table of the optimal policy takes long time to compute, it can be calculated off-line
and the time for retrieving the decision table is negligible. However, along with the increase of
the problem size, it could take days to obtain the optimal decision table. The heuristic policy is
easy to implement and does not require off-line computing. Although it yields less net reward than
the optimal policy, it does perform better than the commonly used round robin policy. Therefore,
when the computational time of the optimal decision table is too long to be affordable, the proposed
heuristic policy is a good solution.
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Chapter 4
Conclusions and Future Research
This work studies two problems in the healthcare delivery system, including an elective surgery
scheduling problem in an ambulatory surgical center and an appointment scheduling problem in an
outpatient clinic, by applying a variety of operations research techniques, especially the techniques
addressing uncertainties. The remainder of this chapter summarizes the findings of these two
problems and points out the direction for future research.
4.1 Summary of Findings
Chapter 2 studies the elective surgery scheduling problem in a surgical center with multiple
operating rooms and recovery beds. The set of surgeries are known in advance, including
surgery type, surgeons, estimated surgery durations, and estimated surgery recovery time. We
proposed an MIP model and a CP model for solving the deterministic version of the problem,
which is applicable when these estimations are accurate. The CP model has advantages in
modeling logic constraints such as no overlap of two surgeries. The numerical experiments
show that the CP model also performs better in the terms of the computational time and
quality of solutions. When the duration estimations are not accurate, it is necessary to take the
uncertainties into consideration when building mathematical models. We propose a two-stage
stochastic mixed integer programming model to address this problem, and solve it by the L-shaped
algorithm. The commercial solver Cplex is used to solve the decompose (mixed integer) linear
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programming models, therefore, the capability of this stochastic model and algorithm is subject to
the computational limitation of the Cplex solver.
Chapter 3 investigates the appointment scheduling problem of a single physician in an
outpatient clinic. When a patient calls for making an appointment of a particular day, the
scheduling manager determines whether to accept this appointment and assign it to a selected
slot or reject it and ask the patient if another day is acceptable. The decision maker cannot change
the schedule, however, the patients may change their mind and cancel their appointments or simply
do not show up. A good scheduling policy should take the uncertainties in demand, patient arrival,
cancellation, no-shows, service time, and walk-ins into consideration. An MDP model is proposed
to analyze this dynamic process. The scheduling horizon is divided into a finite number of decision
stage, and at most one call will be received at each stage. The value functions of the MDP model
are proved to be non-increasing concave functions for all stages, which leads to the conclusion
that the optimal policy takes the form of book limit policy. The optimal policy can be obtained
by the backward induction method. This method requires long computational time, which limits
the application of the optimal policy. Therefore, we further proposed a heuristic policy, which has
compatible performance as the optimal policy and is also easy to implement.
4.2 Future Research Direction
In the stochastic version of the elective surgery scheduling problem, we have assumed that the
scenarios of the surgery durations are finite. This assumption can be relaxed in future research,
and one could apply sampling techniques to construct appropriate scenarios to approximate the
uncertainty outcome space. This study focuses on the scheduling problem before the day of the
surgery. In the future research, we could expand our study to the schedule adjustment problem on
the day of the surgery when a surgery takes an unexpectedly long time or a surgery finishes too
early. In addition, we can relax the assumption that the number of the recovery beds is fixed, and
allow the operations research tool to figure out the right number of recovery beds.
For the appointment scheduling problem, we make a reasonable assumption that patients
usually consult with their own primary care physicians. However, sometimes, the patients show
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no preferences on physicians in the clinic. By pooling the scheduling of multiple physicians, we
can assign these patients to the physicians with less workload. It is a worthwhile research topic
and might lead to higher profit of the clinic. Moreover, this study considers both the pre-scheduled
patients and walk-ins but does not differentiate them. The emergency walk-ins should have the
highest priority to get served, while the regular walk-ins should be assigned the lowest priority. In
addition, we could estimate the cancellation and no-show probability of the return patients more
precisely by using the historical records on their punctuality if available.
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